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the Tularosa school this year,

..nrfan. .nm.

RESERVE A DVOCATE

IN

PUBLISHED

A

YEAR

CATRON

RESERVE,

here; some ants had just comej
out ot" theirwinter bed; a horned
toad was lying under a bush
the spring air sparrows
flitted in and nut among the trees
ani1 twittering gaily; the
fiwers are budding and some
have blossmos.the flowers on the
Loco are some of the brightest
out. We were gone on our trip
only about an hour but we saw
many sign of summer.
Ora Wh eler. Age 12 yr?.
Sixth Grade.

COUNTY.

NOTICE OK FORFEITURE
To: Mike Mandell, H. M. Dougherty
and Carrie M. Childcrs, their heirs,
executors and administrators, and
to All whom it May Concern:
You are hereby notified that we have
expended Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00)
in labor and improvements upon the
IRON CROWN unpatented lode mining
claim, for the benefit of the group of
contiguous claims, which group embraces the Iron Crown, Iron Cross, Iron
Bio-- Iron
Ring and Iron unpatented
loJe mining claims, situate in the
Cooney Mining District, Catron county,
State of New' Mexico, the location
notices of said claims being recorded in
the office of the county clerk of Socorro
The families of Emil and A. county, New Mexico, in the following
W. Kiehneaccompinedbv Sheriff books and pages of Mining Location
.
.
Kf bonis,
,.
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,

NEW

MEXICO, MAY

,

come
The Farmer goes out to sow
The birds are happy everyone
The trees are beginning to bud
you konw.
The robin sits up in a cherry tree
And sings a song of spring
tell us all to see
He'3

tryinto

The many things mat -- pn"Ki
does bring.
Weldon Alexander, Age 10 yrs
Fifth Grade.
Spring is" here, so cheerup, cheer

Magdalen a, New Mexico

5 per cent paid
on time deposits

Nemccia Ascarate,
Register.
NOTICE

The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County

PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
"
Office at Las CruceB, New Mexico
FOR

YOUR PATRONAGE

March 29, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Jesse J.
Burns, of Alma, New Mexico, who on
December 17, 1918, made Homestead
Entry No.018445, for. Homestead Entry
Survey No. 474 in section 2, township
10 S., Range 21, W., N. M. P, Meri
dian, has tiled notice of intention to
ake final three year proof to estab
lish claim to the land above descr ibed
before J. F. Shields, U. S. Commis
sioner, at una, New Mexico, on the
22nd clay of May, 19122
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joe Day, W. J. Morgar, Robert
Burns, J. T. Allied, of Alma, New
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
Register.
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For .Sale
Fuily

6 Miles West of Reserve
Plenty of Timber

Gccd Location
For

Particulars Address

Harper, Reserve.

J. N.

up of the products of manufacturers who have long recognized that

Purity Is Essential

4

We have always used the utmost
care in handling goods in this de-

partment. Careful mothers can do nothing
wiser than to come here for baby foods, nursing bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
and those internal and external remedies
long associated with the care of the baby.

jfo

Everything Baby Needs
GAUNT'S PHARMACY

Saw mm

Equipped

Baby
Foo

"I can't always ask for what I want
but I let you know when I get
what I want."
What baby wants most of all is the
loving care of Mother, especially
when Mother is aided by the baby
necessities that we can supply. Our
entire line of baby goods is made

4
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And soft little clouds float above
Ranger Simmons
Be happy with us for the world'?
First Fire
full of love.
Louis Alexander, Age 10 yrs
Ranger J. A. Simmons and
Chas. Powers made a flying trip
Fifth Grade.
v
Sunday after noon from the
Our Field Trip
Hood R, S. in answer to a fire
our
o'clock
10
Tuesday morning at
call from Eagle Peak, the fire
whole school went on a field trip was
suppose to be near J. N.
to find signs of spring and
sawmill1, the fire was
Harper's
summer.
located at Patracinio
readily
month
ago,
We went about a
Mrs.
Martini z's homestead,
then we could not find any Martinez was
chin
an
burning
flowers blooming and few birds
in front of here house which
pile
out But today we found pretty was
throwing up plenty of smoke
little flowers, lots of green grass
fire was behind a mountaThis
and saw a number of birds.
in from Eagle Peak twenty
I thought the most interesting
but was almost immediatething about our trip was the ly discovered and reported
breast
birds. I saw a robin red
John is on the Job.
which was flitting from tree to
tree. It seems like he could not
The Followir; is the Forest
be still hejjwas so glad that spring
was hStT A bluejay was hunting Statistics of New Mexico.
This shows a large percent
a eood place for a nest, and
fWka of SDarrows were flying of man caused fires which is vry
about singing. The air was clear expensive and could be avoided.
The Forest Service asks th
and sweet and everywhere we
look we could see green fields and eoonerrtion of all permittees and
citizens to help cut down
budding flowers.
of man caused fires,
Clarice Reed, Age 12 yrs.
which burns grass and timber,
Fourth Grade.
both of which we nted.
Signs Of bummer
The fire guards are being put on
At ten o'clock Tuesday April now and both them
ard the
25th our teacher took the room
have strict instructions
Rangers
on a field triD to find flowers and to
bring before the J. P. any one
otherigns of summer. I saw violating the state fire laws, a
a littiwhite butterfly that seem
copy of which is here in printed ;
ed very happy that spring was for the information of the
public

I

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

2

SOLICITED

1

8

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Otlice at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 31, 1922
Notice is hereby given that Dave
Pickett, of,Reserve, New Mexico, who
on November 28, 1917, made Home
stead Entry No. 017245, for
sw
s
nw
For nw
of the whole amount.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Hudson
se
4
w
nw
sw
nw
Carrie M. Childcrs, her heirs, execu- sw
nwl-4nand little daughter were in from
nwl-ne
n
sw
tors and administrators, the Bum of
nw
sw
sw 4 ne
sw
the ranch Thursday visiting Mrs Twenty-seve- n
Dollars and seventy-- j
sw
nw
nw
sw
sw
Hudson's mother Mrs. A W. seven cents $27.77 or
sw 4 section I!; n
se
se
thereof.
Anderson.
e
se
8
sw
ne
ne
U. M. Dougherty, his heirs, execuu-tor- s
nel-se
nw
se
se
se
and
of
sum
the
administrators,
S.
little
Warn
Jr.
Mrs. J.
and
ne.
nw
ne
se
e
se
FlilllK'-thr,'T),l11;ii'u
itn1
daughter are on the sick list this cents. $83.88or
r8n8e 19 W"
of the total N.
P.
M,
wet k.
,
amount
Has filed notice of intention to make
The foregoing expenditure of Five
final three year proof to establish claim
Hundred Dollars foUO.OOJ was made in
to the land above described,
before
MissDetron Campbell is away
sinking a shaft in the tunnel and also T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at
on a business trip to Santa Fe running a cross-cfrom said tunnel,
on the 20th day
are all on said IRON CROWN claim, and Reserve, New Mexico,
Mrsv Koogler and son Ja-'of May, 1922
said
work
tendactually benefiitted and
spending the week end at the
Claimant names as witnesses:
ed to develop all of the claims in said
Watson ranch.
Andro Higgins, W. S. Hudson, Herod
jrroup
F. Hudson, Ed Bustamante.of Reserve
EMIL PETERSON.
vew Mexico.
Mrs N. B. Hmith and lift'e
SYI.VKSTOR GAMBLIN
Nemecia Ascarate,
438
daughter Catherine are spending First pub Apr 22, last pub July 15
Register

a few days in Alrmnuer.que.
up, cheer up!
Old Man Winter has gone and
Mr. Mrs. James VV. Jones an
Spring is here with all her cheer the proud parents of a 7 pound
The little violets are peeping out baby boy who arrived Tuesday
The tender grass has begun to the 9 of May.

NEED OF WEEPING

First National Bank

2

And saw
guest what? The
fljwers in bloom.
Preslon Porter, Age 8 yrs.
Fourth Grade.
It is April and" springtime has

NO

NO. 5

fifty-fo-

near

WORLD SMILES WITH YOU

New Mexico.

.

i

AND THE

13. 1922,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Depatrment of the Interior, U.S. Land,
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
April 4, 1922
Notice is hereby given that Charles
Hedrick, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
who, on August 30, 1917, made Homestead Entry No. 017104 for
NJ NWi; WJ NEi, section 11, township 4 S., range 20 W., N. M. P. Mere-diahas filed notice of his intention to
make final three yeur proof, to estab- ish claim to the land above described
before Nazario Baca, U. S. Commissioner, at Quemado, New Mexico, on
the 15th day of May, 1922
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claude Cavin, Jack Wilbanks, Ed
Collins, Perry Hedrick, of Spur Lake,

'

twn
were
that
composed
composition
by her pupils in the Fourth
Fifth and Sixtl. Grades.
Some of the poems shows
real talent and all of the work is
a credit to the teacher and to
Tularosa School. The field trip is
a Rood thing for the children,
and we should have enjoyed seeing the "horned toad lying under
a bush enjoying the spring: air"
Somehow we never though of a
horned toad enjoying any thing
uaca are auenmrg me eeieorai- - Iron
insects, but why shouldn't
Cross, in Book 35, page 5S4.
ion at Magollon latt week.
too?
Iron
Fever,
have
Spring
Bar, Book 35, page 584.
they
Iron Crown, Bork 35, page 537.
Following the work of some of
Morris Bloom who is employed
Iron Rring, Book 23, page 537.
the future poets of Amerian on
the Reserve Garage is leaving
at
Iron, Book, 71, page 102.
SpringtimeThat said expenditure was made in
in Mr. Gannt's Paige for El Paso
Springtime
to hold said claims under the proorder
to drive Mr. and Mrs. Gaunt
visions of the laws of the United States
On a field trip we did go
home.
of America, and the. state of New
To see the signs of soring
Mexico, arid being at the rate of One
flowers
the
colors
With rainbow
Hundred Lollars f 100.00 per year for
'
one
the
A.
Anderson
of
W,
glow
each claim in said trrouo. and that, the
Sweetly all the birds do sing head carpenters had a light. Mttai'tj amount expended was expended as re- of reheumati'-'last week.
quired by law in order to hold said
The creeks are now awake
k'ims for the year 1920 and that the
Hudson
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Jasper
The fields have begain to
for thw tluim; of which work ox- time
line
fire the proud parents of a
look green,
pi red on July st, ,921.
who arrived the 3rd.
You anil each of yu are hereby notifiThe birds their nests are beg- baby boy
of
May.
ed that if, within ninety DOjdays after
inning to make
this notice by publication, you fail or
And Lady Spring is indeed
cl'use to contribute your pro rata share
th
J. N. Harper proprietor of
our Queen.
f such expenditure, your respective
is
Mill
rnnirm
12
S.
U
Saw
yrs,
Ora Wheeler, age
Valley
interests in said chums will become the
full blast again. .He has several property of the subscribers under the
Sixth Grade.
orders ahead and expects to be provisions of section 2324 revised statA Surprise
utes of the Unitod States; that the pro
busy all summor as orders is
of each of you is as follows:
Did you know that spring is here comming in faster then the mill
his heirs, executors and
MikeMandel,
soon
And summer's coming
can turn it out.
:idministraiors, the sum of Fifty-fiv- e
so
the
roads
to
went
Our school
Mlai's and
cents T$55.54 or
nnpt.rv

SMILE

N.

Reserve, New Mexico.
The Reserve Advocate,

$3.00

a year

M

J. GRANT,
The Plumber

7i CLINCIfERS
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MAGDALENA

SOCORRO
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Steam Fitting
Fixtures
Plumbing.
Bathroom and Toilet Furniture

rnile;-awa-

whirl-show-

AllWaithcrn-eaAfftr

r

Mfl

Consjriciiaus Examples
ok Goodyear 1 ire values
Qualify plus Our Service

means Tira Economy;

Reserve Mercantile Co
Dealers in Everthing

m

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U.
S.Land
the
of
Interior,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 29, 1922
March 29, 1922
Notice is hereby given that Jo
Notice is hereby given that Robert
L. Burns, of Alma, New Mexico, who Day, of Alma, New Mexico, who, on
on January 10, 1917, made Homestead April 13, 1918, made Homestead Entry
Entry No. 014536, for Homestead Sur- No. 017890 for Homestead Entry Survey No. 476 in Section 12, Township 10 vey No. 399 in Sections 25 and 2fi,
S., Range 21 W., N. M. P. Meridian, Township 10 S. Range 21 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, containing 159.79 acres,
containing 158.93 acres.
Has filed notice of intention to make Has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proof to establish final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described be- claim to the land above described, before J. F. Shields, U. S. Commissioner fore J. F. Shields, U. S. Commissioner,
at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day at Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day
of May, 1922.
of May, 1922.
Claimant names as witnessei:
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. J. Morgan, Robert Burns, Jesse
W. J. Morgan, Joe Day, Jesse J.
Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma, New J. Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma New
Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Nemecia Ascarate.
Mexico
4-- 8

Register.
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THE RESERVE

Sees Real Gem
Market of Paris

HIKING

TO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,
MIAMI

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL SHIPS
TO BE SCRAPPED
NAVAL

In

Dingy Restaurants Brokers
Negotiate Sales Over Wine
and Coffee.

25 SHOPS

ON

ONE

STREET

Travelers Advised to Leave
Their Jewelry at Home Waye of
European Robbere Many
Work on Trains.

American

BOARD
RECOMMENDS
SALE OF CRAFT UNDER

Tries Rattlesnake for
berculosis.

CONSTRUCTION.

Tu-

Hysham, Mont. Having heard
from Indians in Arizona while
he resided there that the bites
of a rattlesnake would cure tuberculosis. George Burke, a former snllor, now living here, deliberately let a rattlesnake bite
his arm several months ago.
Burke's tuberculosis has almost
vanished, but physicians familiar with the case are slow to
accept the snake-bittheory.
They believe other causes, yet
to be learned, effected the cure.

WILL

JUNK

ESTIMATED

COST

CRUISERS
TREATY

OF

FULFILLMENT
$70,000,000.

IS

HARDIN

PUT BACK
Thousands Have Kidney
ON HIS FEET TWICE
Trouble and Never

VVs Relieved of Both Rheumatism
and Stomach Trouble by Tanlac,
States Los Angeles Man.
"For the second time Tanlac has put
me on my feet, and you may know by
that what I think of It," said William
T. Hardin, 1400 Garden St., Los Angeles, Calif.
"Three years ago, I had rheumatism
In my shoulders and neck so bad I
could hardly work. I tried medicine
after medicine only to get worse, but
finally I got hold of Tanluc, and I
haven't hud a trace of rheumatism
since.
"Then last summer my stomach got
out of order, I lost my appetite and
what little I did eat made me feel
bloated, all stuffed up and miserable.
I always felt weak, tired and worn out,
and was so nervous I couldn't sleep.
"Well, Tanlac did a good Job for me
before, so I Just got some more of It,
and now It has again fixed me up, and
I'm feeling strong nnd energetic like
I used to. I'll tell the world Tunluc's
the medicine for me."
Tanlac is sold by all good druggists.

It

Suspect

Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.
reports from druggists
Judging
who are constantly in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation that
has been very successful in overcoming
these conditions.
The mild and healing
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is
soon realized. It stands the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so
common to the American people, and the
large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Root is on sale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large.
However, if you wish
first to test this great preparation send
ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham-toN. Y., for a sample bottle. When
writing be sure and mention this paper.
from

Paris. "Some day," an American
f
Union News SonlM. )
(Waters
man In business In Paris advised, "I
Iteeominendutlons
that
will show
Washington.
you the real diamond
brokers' market of Paris. It Is not, as
capital ships to be scrapped under the
navlil limitation treaty be disposed of
yon doubtless think, along Rue de la
Pulx.
cu would never dream it was
by sale on the stocks in the case of
the uttofflelul exchange where the
th)i:e under construction, und by sale
smaller deulers meet to trade. It Is a
for junk or sinking by gunfire in the
Amerlcun
woman, turned back, saying
little restaurant In
very
cuHe of completed ships, are contained
Advertisement
the Rue Lafayette. I go there some she did not want to carry till her
In the report of the board of nnrul of
times at noon Just to watch thft trad money with her, but would hide It.
J
ficers appointed to consider ways und
Publicity Music.
When she came back I asked her where
Ing In precious stones. Two
"Don't
the trumpet of fume
Soul.
means
want
of carrying out trenty
you
Hospitable
pen
"Oh, under the edge
old chaps will sit over their coffee she hid It.
"That's the third time this week to sound your name?"
sions. A preliminary estimate of $70,
and cognac. One will take out a dirty of the carpet of my room," said she. I
"No," replied Senator Sorghum.
"I
000,000 us to the cost of operation Is the kitchen roof of this hoarding house
made
It
her
back
and
go
leather purse tied with an old greasy
bring
along
has caught fire," grumbled the chief. want to be In touch with my time.
included In the report.
Miss
Wlnitred
and
Kuthleen
(left)
and
to
never
do
as
promise
anything
string and will lay diamonds and tu
"What are you going to do about I'd rather have my niiine sounded. If
The board recommends that the slilp
bles that make your hair curl on the risky as that. One would think It Im- O'Mnlley,onsisters, of Bryn Mawr, have
It?" asked a bystander.
possible, by a saxophone In a Jazz
started
bike
a
hoard
from
Atlantic
battle
cruisers
City
ping
Lexington,
a
for
to
thief
table before them. They peer at them possible
get past all the lo
"What can we do about It? The
While
on
their
Miami,
Fla.
under
Fort
construction
way
nt
River,
and
servants that are found
through microscopes, weigh them and managers
hud coffee and sandwiches
they will sell postal curds, the funds Mass., und
the landlady
haggle about the price. All around one, by the doors and on each floor of ho- thus collected paying their expenses New York Saratoga, building by
when we arrived." Birmingham
ready
Important t Mothers
at
Shipbuilding Company
on the tables, are little plies of pre- tels, but every day some careless perExamine carefully every bottle of
Invalid
tor
and
brothaid
an
N.
allowing
be
son
converted Into air
Is robbed of his money in hotels or
Camden,
J.,
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
cious stones and the waiters are asked
er who was
while serving with plane carriers under the treaty terms,
for Infants and children, and see that it
to pass them from one to another and on trains or from taking drinks with the A. R. F. gassed
A
of
Distinction
Lady
the other four battle cruisers to he sold
"I have beeu
no one Is surprised. I hope to buy a persuusive strangers.
Is recognized by the delicate fascinaton the stocks to the highest bidder,
good stone there some day, but think around the world twice," said un
Woman Paid for Old Loss.
ing Influence of the perfume she uses. Signature of
1 lie board
Its
in
it will have to be by making friends American woman, "and I have never
that
report urged
Sedalla, Mo. Mrs. Mary Leach, a
A bath with Cutlcura Soap and hot In Use for Over 30 Y'eurs.
the
be
$70,000,00(1
Ira
with a waiter, who In turn will make lost a thing. I never tnke Jewelry on widow, seventy-simade available
.rears of age, re
water to
cleanse the pores Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
me acquainted
with one of the my trip. I have a cheap watch and im- ceived recently a letter containing $75 mediately, stating that u considerable followed thoroughly
a
with Cutlcura
by
dusting
itation
on
and
pins. My papers
travelers' In currency. The letter said:
brokers."
saving
ships building under con Talcum powder
Very few children have as much
usually means a clear,
checks and letters of credit are right
25 Shop on One Street
Leach : I found a pocketbook tract ond to be scrapped could be sweet, healthy skin. Advertisement.
"Mrs.
strength of mind as they have of
For the Jewel mart of the world one on me In my sufety pocket. I keep my contalnlng about $20 when a foolish made If the terms of settlement were
don't mind."
has only to walk along Rue de la door locked and I never show money boy. Now bnck to Sedulia, found your worked out promptly with the contrac
Not So Very Old, Then.
Palx, where there are 25 Jewelry shops before strangers. In consequence they number, so here It Is back, with good tors. It was pointed out nt the Navy
mother-in-laSamuels "The
Go to the first spring circus wiTh
Joke
In Its 250 yards of length, writes think I am not worth robbing.
It Interest. Hope for forgiveness. Please Department, however, that the figure Is
mighty old." Thompson "But it three boys and you can see thrills If
Laura A. Smith In the Indianapolis brings great peace of mind, I assure let me hear from you through the of fi0,000,000 wus purely tentative.
can't be traced back to Adam's time." you can't have them.
Star. One could spend days, yes, you, and I wish all American or other newspaper when you receive this. It
Existing battleships, which the board
months, examining the exquisite de- kind of women would follow my exam was supposed this was your money
recommends for sale or for destrucwhen found, truly hope this Is O. K.
signs of the necklaces, brooches, ple."
tion by gunfire, are the Virginia, New
Marns, crowns, bracelets, rings, articles
Jersey, Ilhodp Island, Georgia, Nebras
for the toilet table and the thousands
ka, Connecticut, Louisiana, Vermont,
of tluy Jeweled boxes used In so many
Minnesota,
Kansas, New Hampshire,
ways.
Everything has Its gnrlands,
Michigan, South Carolina and the Del
monograms or designs of tiny stones
aware or North Dakota. One of the
suspended in an Invisible setting. But
lest two ships, to be designated Inter,
such stones ! A little bit of the sun, of
is to be used as a target ship under
the moon, of a brilliant star, of the
the treaty.
heart, of a coal of fire, of the ocean
Ships under construction nnd recom
depths, of the greatest bit of verdure
mended for sale as Junk on the stocks
In the heart of the forest
these are
enshrined In the dnzzllng Jewels dis- Sale Will Bring in Return of Less
Rear Admiral Duvid W. Taylor, or to be cut up under contract with the
played against the neutral velvet backchief constructor of the navy, is at builders Include the battle cruisers
Than Half of One Per
at Newport News;
The display is mostly In the
ground.
the head of a special board of admir- Constellation,
windows.
Customers who go Inside
als studying the best means of dispos- Hunger at Newport News, and Consti
Cent on Outlay.
the shops sit by green baize tubles in
ing of the warships.
The board is tution and United States, both nt the
one of a series of rooms with thick
about ready to make its report,
Philadelphia navy yard.
WARNING! Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.
rcirpets while the gems are brought up
As to the battle cruisers the board
a plan for the disposition of
BE
WILL
the
In
from
the basement. TOTAL
the vessels for the best Interests of says none of the four to be scrapped
strong rooms
$2,750,000
The dlnmond robberies in Paris seem
the government and In compliance
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
is near enough finished to be comto be by smashing the window and
with the terms of the treaty.
and launched and that all four
pleted
not
for
Allowed
getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
Scrap
grabbing as many gems as one can be- Eighteen Months
must be "disassembled or cut up." The
Strip Off Portables.
fore the police arrive.
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
ping After Ratification of Treaty
Under the program which Is likely board considers it possible, however,
Portable Materials Will
Speaking of robberies a very vital
to bo recommended the vessels are to that the Constellation can be sold on
Be Stripped Off.
Headache
subject for travelers I beg of you, If
Colds
be stripped of portable
Rheumatism'
furnishings. the stocks.
you are about to start off on an exnre
navigation
nnd
at
instruments,
The
Toothache
guns
navy yards
ships building
Neuritis
tended tour this summer, to leave your
Neuralgia
warsimilar equipment and sold to the recommended for sale ns they stand to
Washington. The American
fine Jewels at home in some safe deEarache
Pain
ships to be scrapped In compliance highest bidder. Tlioy are not all to be private firms for disposition as re- Lumbago
Pain,
posit and to trrvel suns valuables. If with the terms of the recently ratified put up at one time not, us
but the board
by
attired
might
the
treaty,
are
to
visit friends or to nuval limitation treuty will bring the
you
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
going
on the surface, because
of a urges that "usable material" from all
shine forth nt some fashionable hotel United States less than half of 1
of Injuring the Junk market,
danger
and
"Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
Handy
such
us
guns,
machinery
ships
In America, that Is different. Wenr all
per cent on the dollar. The original but rather to keep from glutting the other
Asslrln Is tie trade mark of Barer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacldester of Sa'IcsllcaeU
equipment "he reserved for use
your finery, but take the precaution of outlay for these vessels was In exmarket which, In AmerIn the proper accounts."
consigning your Jewels to the hotel cess of $500,000,000, while the most ica, Is small.
The Sense of Perfection.
The Empty Bin and Bowl.
safe each night and taking a receipt they ure expected to bring when put
Much more time than commonly Is
"Crimson Gulch isn't Improving as
The Ukraine, which has been known
for them. But leave them at home if up for sale as Junk Is $2,500,000. The
Forests.
Massachusetts
Fires
Sweep
fast as I thought it would."
as the sugar bowl and flour bin of
supposed is allowed for the disposiyou are starting on a trip about forNew York. The seriousness or the
s
probability Is that the net return will tion of the vessels. The treaty
"The town is kind o' held hack by Europe, is pretty nearly empty and it
McDonald
eign countries.
be considerably less, says
that the warships ure to be put forest fire situation in Massachusetts pride and patriotism," replied Cactus is a question whether the country has
out of service us such within six was emphasized by William L, Bazeley, Joe. "Anybody who'd venture to hint enough to keep Its own people until
Many Robberies on Trains.
Gregor In the New York World.
Above nil things, fellow countryThe very best price warships hare months after the exchange of ratifi- commissioner of conservation, who an- that Crimson Gulch needs any Im- the next harvest. The wheut crop last
women, do not put your money In your beeu bringing at Junk sules, this be- cations between the powers, nnd that nounced that more than 2,000 fires had provements would
Immediately be so year wns hard bit by reuson of the
trunk or suitcase and leave It In a ho- ing based on figures from the disposi- after that a year is allowed for their been
two lives lost in fightthat he'd lose his influence." absence of the snows which allowed
reported,
unpopular
tel. Vn not leave your handbag In tion of vessels at the Philadelphia final breaking up, or, altogether a ing fires. Every available state und
the seed to be frozen in the gound for
your room nnd the door unlocked, as navy yards recently, Is $5 a ton. period of 18 months from the time of town agency was mobilized to meet
Pocketed pride is worse than lack of protection grunted by the manmuny women I know In hotels do. The There are approximately 050,000 tons the exchange of ratifications.
In
the pocket.
Just conditions which were described as cockleburrs
tle of snow.
place for your reserve fund of money, of ships to be sold, and, If this price when the exchange will take place the worst in years.
checks and papers Is upon your person. were to be maintained, the revenues nobody knows us yet.
The recent
Keep them in your safety pocket, One would amount to $2,750,000, out of ratification of the naval treaty by the
Underground Hotel Is Planned.
i
.
evening we were going for a little which, of course, is to be paid certain United States senate is only a part of
San Francisco. An automobile hohq never iooi my iua
stroll when my companion, another costs of sale.
the procedure. The other signatory tel, several stories deep, under Union
I know just what she'll say,
powers Great Britain, Japan, France square, a plnzn in the heart of the
That that's as much like Faultless Starcl),
and Italy must notify the Washing- downtown district, Is proposed by A.
At night-tim- e
ton government of their ratification. H. Rhine, owner of an automobile
js like day."
and It must be proclaimed before the parking station, to the hoard of super
period for disposing of the warships Is visors. Rhine has asked the board to
to start.
submit the question to the voters In
To Junk Twenty-SeveNovember.
Rhine advocates removing
Warships.
In a way this Is regarded as fortu the statue in the center of the park,
nate by those charged with the (lis the trees and the sod while excavation
position of the warships, because. Just is being done. He would make the
ut this time, the Junk market Is at a automobile hotel of cement, then revery low ebb.
place the stntue, grass and trees.
In all, the United States Is to ills.
Fire in (J. S. Treasury Building.
pose of 27 warships, 10 of which are
Washington. Flames which burst
completed and 11 partly built.
xne navy win, or course, remove from the roof of the Treasury Departall fittings that can he used on other ment, eating their way through a suvessels," ICenr Admirul Taylor ex- perstructure and spreading to the cenfor Instance, tral portions of the roof, were brought
"Furniture,
plained.
w
will be taken off. Furniture does not under control after threatening heavy
otters to home seekers onnortuniriMl fKw.anfmt
'
be secured elsewhere. The thousands oTTarmers
last long nt sea, and the navy Is buy- damage to the building. Leaping thirfrom the United States who have accepted Canada's generous off er to settle on FR EE homesteads
ing or building furniture all the time. ty feet or more In the air, the flames
'
or buy farm land in her provinces have been well
a large part of the downtown
lit
All
ths
up
Instruments
navigation
will
'
repaid by bountiful crops. There is still availbe removed, as will be other Instru- section and sparks were wafted across
able on easy terms
ments of use only aboard buttle.ships. the street to the White House lawns.
Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre
As for stripping the ships much be President nnd Mrs. Harding watched
land similar to that which through many years
has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
yond this point, except for the guns, the progress of the flumes from a
to the acreoats, barley and flax also in great
i I cannot see how this is advisable.
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, sheep
"The Junk that will come off the
and hogsisequallyprontable. Hundreds of farmers in western Canada have raised crops in a
vessels will be copper, bruss, certain
Irish Rebels Seize Banks.
single season worth more than the whole cost of
their land. With such success comes prosperity,
machinery, such as smnll engines and
Dublin.
Raids on branches of the
independence, good homes and all the comforts
motors; plumbing, which Is of high Bunk of Ireland continued. Hunks
conveniences which make life worth living.
and
r ruA.....'.
:.......,. grade, and a small amount of wood.
Farm Gardens. Poultry. Dairying lift. I
were raided in Tlpperary, Boyle and
Hut more than 60 per cent of every
are sources of income second only to grain
Chnrlesville, county Cork. Buildings
growing and stock raising. Attractive clibattleship Is steel.
seized in Dublin by the dissidont Re
mate, good neighbors, churches', schools,
"The
markets, railroad facititiea, rural telegood
Industry in the
In their posses
phone, etc.
United States Is very small. We have publican troops remain
For illustrated literature, mspfl, description affirm
and they repudiate all rumors
sion
never had many ships to scrap. Howopponumciea in MnitoDi. suit atcne wan.
Alberta and British Columbia, reduced
there is any intention on their
ever, the Navy department Is trying thnt to
rauway rawi, etc, writ
I
Hfl
surrender
are
them.
part
Ships
to interest some of the shipbuilding
W.V.BENNETT
entering and leuvlng the port as usual,
A view of the glnnt nerials Unit are a part of the equipment of the powcompanies in the business so that there but
Boom 4, Bee fildg., Omaha, Neb.
the seizure of the port board
erful station at Arlington. Vn., which is known ullke to amateur and professionmay be the greatest possible number
Author! sod Arvnt, Dot. ef Immtfrat'tMl
al radl'j operators. The Arlington station is looked upon as one of the most of bidders when the ships are put up buildings has made It Impossible to
and GolonlMtloii, Domlnlan of Canada
collect shipping dues.
It. the wirld.
for sale."
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THE RESERVE

He says he has smoked
more Edgewcrth than
any other living man

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

THE PARIS GOWNS
Fashion Hints From France May
Be Used to Advantage.

NEW STUNNING SPORT

MODEL

American Has Won That Reputa- tion In Cuba.

Let Mr. Baldwin's letter

give yoa
Che facts, and you will Bee he has some
Justification for his claims.
H. F. BALDWIN
Sign and Show Card)
Cloth Banners
0 Clark Stmt, Cor. Grant
Burlington, Vermont

Larus

Dresses from Paris have so many
fine points of distinction that it Is Interesting to follow their devious and
various ways, observes a Paris fashion
writer in the New York Times. Perhaps the silhouette does remain practically the same, but that only Increases the expression of loveliness of
detail.
From many of the French gowns,
which are perhaps too exaggerated or
too elaborate for actual American
wear, one can derive hints and notes
that only go to make one's own gowns
more beautiful.
There are many embroideries on all
the French gowns, both those for afternoon and those or evening wear. Even
the suits are embroidered in places.
In fact, this is the trimming, above all
others, which the French have decided
to use for the adornment of the spring

Brother Company
Richmond, Va.
A

Gentlemen:

I think that I am entitled to tn called
a charter member of the Edgeworth
Smokan Club, ae I have used the Edge-wor- th
Sliced Plug between twenty and

v--

.

twenty-liv- e
yearn.
When I commenced using It I waa
selling hardware on the road. One of my
customers who kept a general store told
me that he had just received a new tobacco and wished that I would try it.
Be gave me a box for which he charged
me 20c He made a mistake, as it waa
selling at that time for 26c I liked it
so well that I madeit a point to ask for
It in every etore in the different towns
that I made; but few had it. The next
time that I called on this customer I
bought six boxes, which would last until
I got around again. I still continued to
ask for it in the different towns and tried
to induce the dealera to stock it.
In 1906 or 1907 1 went to So. Carolina
and stayed there three years. I was surprised not to be able to get it there. At
that time I was in Beaufort, S. C, and
made frequont trips to Savannah, Ga.,
and Charleston, S. C. and was unable to
I
get itln either of these cities. Finally
ordered some direct from you and also
stock
to
it.
Beaufort
dealer
in
Induced a
I have used it always for over twenty
I could
years except occasionally when smoked
not got it. I figure that I have
over 1000 of the 25c boxes, which have
cost for the last few years 36c For at
least five years I have not bought a cigar.
Have had some given to me, but they do
not take the place of the old pipe filled
with Edgeworth.
years of age and still
I am sixty-on- e
think that It is the best tobacco on the
market. I don't think there is a manth
living who has smoked any more Edge-worthan I. What do you think?
Yours truly,
(Signed) H. F. Btldwin

gowns.

For evening, there are numberless
crystal embroidered motifs, and many
of these are being used on
gowns, while others are placed In conjunction with very brilliantly colored
chiffons and crepes and satins.
The girdles and waistline arrangements continue to be Important features, and whenever the rown Is quite
plain It is bound to have some embroidered motif pluced at the waistHne
in some spot, even when the trimming
does not extend all the way around.
The necklines here, as a rule, are
rounded and ore trimmed with scalloped collars finished with rows of

'

their first pipes,
find Edgeworth
get

very far in their
g

careers.
So we have a
standing invitation to send free samples of Edgeworth to all who ask for
them. If you haven't tried Edgeworth,
we have a sample package here containing Plug Slice and
that is only waiting for your name and
address.
When you write for it, address
Larus & Brother Company, 00 South
Street, Richmond, Va.
Merchants: II
To
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
for the same price you
d
would pay the jobber.
ed
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two-doz-
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Cost of "Eats."
The people of the United Suites
spend more than $4!,000,0)0 u day for
food or neurly a billion and a half
of
dollars a month. Nearly
the money (roes for nrend, potatoes,
fruits, sugiir and other "grub" of a
More tlmn
vegetable nature.
Is spent for meat, fish, eggs,
butter, cheese and lard. The average
householder hands over to the butcher
of his Income.
more than
The people of this country consume
In ay' year two and a half billion eggs
and nearly ten and a half billion gallons of milk. But a large pnrt of the
Bilk goes to make 1.600,000,000
pounds of butter, 400,000,000 pounds
of cheese and 200,000,000 gallons of
lee cream. Pittsburgh Dispatch.
one-thir- d

two-thir-

one-fift- h

One

likes to be cultured,

be vain of it shows a
ture somewhere.

flaw

but

in the

to
cul-

The nearer you approach many a
great man the smaller he looks.

You'll Get
A Year's Wear
wkea jom boy
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TO KILL RATS

THE

KIDDIES

Gown of Plain and Printed Chiffon.

ORNAMENTS FOR MILADY'S GOWNS
by
Trimmings Featured
Original
Majority of the French Dressmakers; Many Beads Used.
The matter of trimmings, even In a

trimmlngless season, Is something that
concerns the Parisian dressmakers
most sincerely. For, whatever they are
or wherever they are placed, they
And It is
must be perfectly done.
these touches which ravish ns as we
see them appearing on the new French
frocks. They are so very original and
so inspiring to the creation of dress
in this country, no matter what may
be said to the contrary.
There are loads of steel beads nail
heads they are called. There are little
rows of corrugated trimmings that
is, ribbons and narrow pieces of silk
either to match the dress in color or
to contrast with it in some way.
Egyptian bandings in the way of
girdles or belts are made up from the
handsomest of headings and embroideries. On a blue Eerge dress there is
a stunning girdle of Egyptian red.
There are many fringes seen upon

the more dressy go)jns, and any
amount of crystal beads have been
Imposed upon the surfaces of the
more formal wearing apparel. In fact,
each designer Is trying, it seems, as
far as possible to make use of the
gown's own mnterlal '. the making of
trimmings, and when that contingency fails they resort to some spangled
or some embroidered ornament to
make the gown more notable.
FLOWER APPLIQUES

FOR TRIM

Bouquet, With
Dainty,
Lace Paper Edges, Now Adorns
the Blouse.

White Hats Worn.
Right In the face of all predictions
that have been made of a big season
for sport millinery In high colors, a
MICE prominent member of the trade voices
a prediction that the coming of the
V
Always use the genuine
season will bring with It the
STEARNS' ELECTRIC PASTE outdoor vogue
for white hats that has used on silk blouses.
It foroai tsK&Fpcsts to run from the building for biggest
a long time. Whether
fresh air. Rats, mice, cockroaches,
seen
for
been
ratr and
tid ant deatroj food and property and ar
Three-PiecCostumes.
the prophecy will be fulfilled or not, it
carriers of disease.
costume with cups
In
the
Is
and
a
noticeable
READY FOR US I BETTER THAN TRAPS
there
that
a fact
is
in
Directions in 15 languages
eTery box.
hats at the to match, white is favored with red.
growing sale of
Soa.slse86o. 16 os. site 11.60.
yellow or black.
MONEY BACK IF IT FAILS
present tlmn.

and

(Prepared br tb United States Department
o( Agriculture.)
An investigation into methods and
costs of beef production in the corn
belt, conducted by the United States
Department of Agriculture, covering
three years, and 906 farms, shows in-

marble-toppe-

saloon

plcot-edge- d

water-bus- "

e

three-piec-

e

teresting facts concerning the present
status of the Industry. The man who
feeds cattle Is marketing his crops as
he feeds them, and, therefore, Is Justified In expecting a return equivalent
to average market prices for the feeds.
Even if he sometimes falls short of a

Does spring find you miserable with
an aching back? Do you fnel lame,
stiff, tired, nervous and depressed'
Isn't it time then, you found out why
you are unable to enjoy these fine
apring days? Likely your kidneys have
weakened. Winter is hard on the kidneys. Golds and chills and a heavier
diet with less exercise tax them heavily.
It's little wonder apring finds you with
backache, rheumatio pains, headaches,
dizziness and bladder irregularities.
But don't be discouraged. Use Doan'l
Doan'l hare helped
Kidney Pills. should
thousanda and
help you. Ask

your neighbor!
A Colorado Case
Mrs. A. U.
wmm
Nally, House

f jk)f
Fs?
IrBi rifjSJ
!yu TP

.

sic- No.

'I. Walsen Camp,
Colo.,
Walaenburg,
n n v a- "fl h a. r rj.
piercing pains
caught me across
my
kidneys, and
my back was weak.
My head ached and
often my sight be
came
blurred.
When I atooped I
ouldn't straighten
umiln. Doan'a Kid
ney Pills soon cured me of the pains
across my kidneys and I have had
no rurn or tni trouoie."
Get Doan'e at Any Store, 60c a Box

DOAN'S

L"..V

FOSTER MILBURN CO.. BUFFALO. N. V.

la tmltspen Bible tn all cases
of Couti, Cold, Influenza,
DUtewuer. Pink Eye,
Heaves and Worms among horses aoi)
mules. Give an occasional dose as a
Excellent for Dog Distemper
preventive.
oUh oiVi I0 W rite for Free Booklet
Sold In two sizes at all drug stores.
VTTToVX

tables

over which Cubans wage their bitter
He was elected
political campaigns.
to congress and Inter to the senate
nnd for his services In the war against
the Spaniards was commissioned
colonel.
All the Influence which Col. Jose
d'Estrampes bus accumulated through
these yenrs he now employs to the
benefit of his visiting countrymen. He
can always exert a little "pull" to
Amerlcnn.
help the
If nn American Is locked up let him
send a messenger to Col. Jose d'Estrampes and he'll get out of Jail without any diplomatic red tape. If a girl,
comes to Culm with some traveling
vaudeville team, Is stranded In
Havana, lot her communicate with the
He'll arrange to house her
colonel.
temporarily with one of the many
wealthy families who always welcome
D'Estrampes and whomever he Intro-

In

making these selections preference

will be given to those teachers who
An apspeak the Indian language.
propriation of 500,000 pesos, equivalent
to $250,000 money, will be used to get
this new educational work started.
Reforming the Deal.
Some one who has evidently been
suffering from a succession of poor
hands when playing whist or bridge
has devised a pack of cards the backs
of which are marked with numbers
and indicators and the cards ore dealt
according to the Indicators, Instead of
The
In the usual way, by rotation.

thnt four absolutely equal
combinations of cards are obtained by
the four players. There are 12 sets
of Indicators on each pack of cards,
making possible 12 entirely different
After
hands or sets of combinations.
the cards have been dealt, the gnme
Is ployed In any of the ordinary ways.
result

Is

It Happened Long Ago.
told us a story the other day that he swore was true. It
happened In the old wild days, when
pay days were considerably damper
than they are now. It seems that he
and his buddy were holding down a
solitary outpost In the Philippines and
It was their duty to raise and lower
the national colors, morning and night.
One pay-daevening, through an oversight, they neglected to lower the flag
at turndown. All went well until the
next morning when' they searched fran.
tlcally for the flag, only to discover
that it was hanging limply at the top
of the flag pole. The Leatherneck.
An

The dainty,
bouquet
with its luce paper edges that experiIn
revival
a
the trimming
enced such
of handmade handkerchiefs now comes
Sometimes the
to adorn the blouse.
flowers are of wool and sometimes In
fabric or a cluster of both with the
lace paper Imitated by a frill of
vulenclennes. Here the
corsnge Is, of course, much larger and
Is properly posed at the wulstllne of
the blouse.
In other flower trims on blouses, all
sorts of fabrics and manipulations are
on
used, from twists of
crepe de chine, made Into bunchy flower motifs, to fiat overlapping layers of
organdie, which Is often

Farmer Who Puts Feed Into Steers
and Returns Manure to Land Is

If you ever go down to Havana, run
Into a rum den, tipple a bit and wake
up In Jail as many an American does
you'll want to meet Jose d'Estrampcs.
Since Rowan carried the message to
Garcia there has never been on the
whole Island of Cuba a figure more
picturesque, more romantic, more
genuinely flavored with tropical adventure and romance than this man
D'Estrampes, avers a New York Sun
writer.
Colonel D'Estrampes for he was a
colonel, right beside Roosevelt at San
Juan is not a native. Born In New
Orleans, lie there picked up his first
splutterlngs of Spanish, the language
that later facilitated his passage on
board a fruiter to Havana.
In Havana, always a hotbed of politics, D'Estrumpes, tall, handsome and
courtly, was soon recognized as a
friendly Amerlcnn and effective orator.
It wasn't long before his chair was
drawn up every 'night among those
other chairs clustered around the

For very little folk, ranging from
two to six-yesizes, dotted swiss
faband pongee are two well-like- d
rics.
Dotted swiss, either In white with
duces.
pastel colored dots or darker shr.des,
"You're a sort of
like red or brown, speckled In white,
appears with marked frequency. In minister to Cuba, aren't you, colonel?"
the lighter colored numbers a popuhe was asked. "Why do you take so
lar mode of embellishment is the much pains with all these unfortuIn
mercerized nates?"
colored
smocking
threads matching the color of the dots,
"Nuw," drawled the colonel with a
One dress noted In
smile and he waved lils
forming yokes.
brown, dotted In white, was trimmed saher-senrre- d
right hand out toward
with rows of insertion and edging of Key West, 90 miles across the water.
filet lace, Insuring the laundering pos"Naw, I'm no diplomat. Folks up in
sibilities of the frock.
Washington send your diplomats down
Striped handkerchief linen or dimhere, your ministers and your, consuls,
ity, in rather broad and bold strlp-Ing- s, you know. Naw, I wouldn't be one of
also appear in the group for Uhem. Too many bosses!"
When these stripes are
small people.
"But you take as much trouble with
selected for the fabric, the choice is Americans, colonel, as if you were' a
consul."
Invariably for tucked devices.
In the pongees, worsted embroid"More, I guess," he admitted and
eries are the favorite usoge, forming scratched his head. "But it ain't diplofeelmacy. It's Just a sort of friendly
yokes and accenting pocket contrivances.
ing for home folks patriotism they
call It during n war. I always kind of
keep In mind and try to recollect that
Panels and Eyelet Inserts.
I used to be an American and It don't
A showing of summer frocks feaseem so long ago, either, that I was
tures handkerchief linen and organdie
almost a bum, too."
with panels and Insets of eyelet em'
broidery. The frocks are in the pastel
Will Educate the Indians.
shades and white and on them rich
education
of
An
campaign
extensive
Is
most
and heavy eyelet embroidery
which
Lace insets and panels, as among the Indians of Mexico, Illitereffective.
with
their
do
to
away
lace-edged
well as
girdles and flounces, promises
out by the dealso are to be noted.
Except that acy, has been mapped
of the
education
of
public
often the sleeves are a mere pretense partment
Preliminary to
and the waistline remains long, these Mexican government.
frocks the establishment of schools In Indian
flounced and
an Inspection of the
communities
are a hark buck to the summer gowns
different tribes will be made by Prof.
e
of
days.
Lauro Caloca. It Is stated that the
work will be started with the apColors in Millinery.
pointment of 100 Instructors, and that

These are extremely youthful
arrangements which have a strong appeal for those of a more youthful type.
Many of the sleeves end at a point
Just below the elbow. Often the
long and wide sleeves are faced with
Millinery colors stress bright red,
brightly contrasting colors' of silk, and
some of them are cut In two long American Beauty and almond green.
and periwinkle are
points to resemble the shaping of a Tiingarlne, suge
ulso popular.
swallow's tall.
knots.

GRAIN THROUGH CATTLE

One Who Succeeds.

down-and-o-

FOR

DRESSES

the Favorite Materials for
the Little Folks.

breaking in
they

This winsome new sport mode' is
made more attractive by the addition
of linen collars and cuffs edged with
The costume is In
black taffeta.
The cape falls In
brown eponge.
points on either side and ties are
fringed, as is the bottom of the skirt.

SELL

and Unfortunate Visitors.

small,

Dotted Swiss and Pongee Are Among

to hear from
and we would
like to know if this record is the best
ever made.
But we are interested, too, in
new Edgeworth
smokers. We like
to know that young
men, men who are

It is always pleasing
"talf Edgeworth smokers,

before

Colonel D'Estrampes Is Remembered
With Gratitude by Many Foolish

Many Embroideries Used on Afternoon
and Evening Dresses Suits Also
Embroidered in Places.

WHY THAT BAD BACK?

LIVE STOCK
NEWS

FRIENDJMfANKS

Cattle in Feed Lot Near Flora,

III.

return he has not necessurlly experienced u loss. Tlse corn belt farmer
who sells grain sometimes receives
You May Have Them All
more for his crop than the one who
Complete
botly building course for all those
feeds it to cattle, but on the average, lacking
Lu you want 10
qualities.
I
Write today for leurlet.
for a period of years, except In cer- refrain
bvlleve I can help you.
who
man
the
puts
limited
tain
areas,
C. B. SINGER
the feed Into steers and returns the H.Vl Ho, KlKllternth St.
Oimihn. Jti'b.
who
one
Is
the
land
the
manure to
Is
The
conclusion
comes out aheud.
based on feeding in Iowa, Indiana,
Illinois, Nebraska and Missouri.
instantly opens your head and
The figures which contain the remakes
breathing easy. Fine for
sults of this Investigation were obCOLDS COUGHS
CATARRH
of
farms
a
number
from
tained
large
75f at stores or 85(f by mall. Addresi
and from several agricultural experiKew York Drug Concern. New York
ment stations In the .Middle West. One
phase of the work deals with the cost
of maintaining a herd of breeding cows
It was
for producing feeder cuttle.
found that feed represented C9 per
cent of the cost of keeping a cow for
Doctor
Your
one year, while the other 31 per cent
was for Interest, labor, equipment

Strength, Health, Vigor

Let Cuticura Be
Beauty

Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum 25c.

and Incidentals.

SWINE FOR HOME SLAUGHTER
Members of Shipping Association In
Indiana Solve Problem of
Having Pork Supply.

Golden Pennies.
Sir ltnlert Hume's forecast of n
return of the gold sovereign tn common circulation may rem II tliiil the
first regular gold jiieoi' struck in
Knslnnd was a penny! This became
part of the currency In 1257, and
weighed about 45 grains, being the
equivalent of 20 of the contemporary
sliver pennies. Its prototype was the
benant, n gold piece belonging to
Byzantium, which had been current
for centuries, but the English .penny
was a far better executed coin than
It appeared but once
Its original.
In our coinage and only two or three
examples have survived. No one In
Kngland will be sorry for the disappearance of the paper currency of war
times Montreal Family Herald.

live stock shipping
Dekalb county, Ind
have solved the problem of having fat
hogs on hand Just when they are
ready to do their home butchering,
nnd the United States Department of
Agriculture thinks the plan could be
Many
worked by other
of the members of the association who
do home butchering often found themselves with hogs ready for market or
slaughter before the furmers were prepared for the work. Under these conditions they arrange with the manager of the association to ship their
Not First Class.
hogs to market at the time the ani"It takes two to make it quarrel,"
mals are ready, and later, when the
admitfarmers are prepared to butcher, they Bnid the friend. "A small one,"
American I.eglon Weekly.
ted
Murphy.
from
number
of
desired
hogs
the
buy
on the regular shipthe association
ping day. The hogs are sold to them
for the net market price returned to
the members contributing hogs to the
This practice Is nn accomshipment.
modation to the members, as often a
farmer who Is raising hogs for home
slaughter Is not ready to butcher nt
the time the hogs are In best condition, nnd he Is not prepared to feed
Bell-an-s
them as long as he desires.
Members of

associations

the

In

Relief
Sure
INDIGESTION
FOR

6

Hot

KING

CORN

DISCOVERS

RIVAL

at Nebraska University
Experiment!
Show Dried Sugar Beet Pulp Is
Valuable Feed.

Dried sunar-bepulp will soon be
come a real rival of corn In livestock- feeding, declares the University of
Nebraska College of Agriculture.
This statement is based on an experiment conducted by the college during which different rations were fed
12 lots of Utah lambs, 81 to each lot,
for 100 days, to determine the food
In
value of the sugar-bee- t
with some of the standard
rations, such as corn and alfulfu or
corn, alfalfa, and cottonseed cake.
lambs led with a
The
profit of $8.80 per head at the end
of the period, while the
lot showed a profit of only
$1.83 a head. The experlmeat proved,
furthermore, that either cora or dried
beet pulp Is necessary to produce a
finished lamb.
Hog Harvesting Tine.
Farrowing time Is hurvest time In
the hog business. Success at this time
means live pigs that will quickly grow
Into cash; fullure means dead pigs
that will grow Into an entry on the
wrong side of the ledger.

Polite Youth.
The Teacher Robert, I saw you put
Clip Horses Before Spring.
a package of cigarettes in your pocket.
Clipping is a practice that should be
more universally adopted than it is,
Give tliein to me, at once.
Robert, alias Hobby Here y' are, for It Is an excellent thing for the
Miss Grimm. I'd have offered 'em to work horse thnt has been Idle the
you before only I didn't know you greater part of the winter und is put
to heavy work during the spring.
smoked.

water

Sure Relief

BELL-AN- S
25$ and 754 Packages, Everywhere

SLOW
DEATH
Aches, pains, nervousness, difficulty in urinating, often mean
serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

GOLD MEDAL

bring quick relief and often ward off
deadly diseases. Known as tha national
remedy of Holland for mora than 20O
years, All drugciats, in three sizes.
Leak for the nsns Gold Medal en ererr boa
and accept as imitation

IFYOUR

Uses "Cutter's'-

-

Scrums ind Vacclneshei
doing

his bat to conserve your
interest, ijyeara
concentration on
one line count fof

VETERINARIAN

aomcthind.

The Cutter Laboratory
Berkeley

California

(U.S. License)
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catalogue free.
I'rtcp (3.00 postpaid. Kupply
The Home Supply, L,. B. 0. Omaha, Nab.
W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

THE RESERVE

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

FOREIGN

LATCH
Five Itussians Including Kerensky's
former secretary, Boris Slavinkoff,
UNUSUALLY DURABLE
have been arrested in Genoa by the
Italian police.
BY
From All Over
Spanish troops have suffered a severe reversal at the hands of Moroccan
Good Plan to Put One on That
tribesmen according to a Central New
Will Last for Years.
A BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING dispatch received in Loudon from MadSeveral Excellent Liquid and Wax
IRISH ARMY LEADERS
SUGGEST
rid.
EVENTS IN THIS AND FORPolishes on Market Give
PROPOSALS TO BRING
There have been 97 murders In BeEIGN COUNTRIES.
In Illustration
Device Shown
Hat
PEACE.
lfast since February, 57 attempted, 150
Admirable Results.
Been Used With Satisfaction and
(Weitern Newipaptr unloo Nm SerrlM.)
cases of housebreaking, 130 robberies,
Requires No Expensive MaLord Chief Justice Moore announced
J. A. Kempton, former Blsbee chief
terials In Making.
in
new
at
court
sessions
the
of
was
when
killed
opening
his
automo
police,
DISPATCHES
!N LATE
SPRAYER USEFUL ON SURFACE
Belfast.
bile left a mountain grade a mile from AGREE TO AN ELECTION
It Is a good idea to provide a large
The arrest of more than 300 mem- Blsbee nud plunged to the bottom of a
door with a good, heavy latch,
bers of the NIcaragtian Liberal party ravine 100 feet below.
Owner Mutt Not Assume That New garage
on In such a way that It will last
THAT because of revolutionary activities has
KNNGS AND HAPPENINGS
put
DE
VALERA
The famous Vermijo Park ranch,
and Helpful Aids In Beautifying
ASSAILS
COLLINS'
for many years and will resist the efbeen ordered by President Chamorro,
MARK THE PROGRESS
N. M., one of the finest
near
Have Superseded Water Care
ATTITUDE ON
forts of thieves. The latch illustratto private advices received In theSpringer,
according
entire West, has been sold to
OF THE AGE.
Mutt Be Wished.
ed has been used with satisfaction,
in Mexico City.
TREATY.
parties from Colorado and St. Louis.
and requires no materials for its conThe Paris newspaper Action Fran- - The ranch contains over 350,000 acres,
The present-da- y
owner using mod struction except some scraps of bar
cais has demanded that Berlin be oc
em methods may keep his car looking iron, a few bolts or cap screws, some
4tril Newspaper Union Nen Berate.)
Gal
(Weitern
Union
at
Newiptper
Nen
Brock,
Jailer
FiBrandy
county
Serrlet.)
cupied by France. The Temps and
new
all the time, nor will he have to steel wire, and a leaf from an old au
WESTERN
garo professed to see war nnd the grim lup, shot and killed himself In his room
Dublin.
Representatives of the reg spend more than a few moments a day tomobile spring. It is, however, well
Three children, Mildred and Eunice sound of cavalry and arms In the Rus- In the county jull following his indict ular and irregular brandies of the to
accomplish this end. For Instance, to get a piece of
ment by a grand jury on a statutory
angle iron,
Bergstroni, aged 13 and 10, und George sian treaty with Germany,
Irish Republican army at a conference there are now on the market a number
Llvesly, their cousin, ogeil 4, were
Soviet Itussia contributed another charge. He was 54 years old nnd un have signed a statement suggesting of liquid and wax polishes which will
burned to death at the ranch home of sensation to the economic conference married.
T00rfiO0ACA3IN4
proposals to avert a catastrophe which give admirable results if they are used
VV. L-- Bergstrom, near Iieml, Ore., in
The Grant county, N. if., Chamber gives the following as a basis to free us directed.
by sending a note to the Polish delea fire that started In on Incubator.
gation remonstrating against Poland's of Commerce Is now considering the the situation:
In the use of wax polishes the first
Six armed and unmasked automobile action In joining with the allied pow advisability of circulating a petition
of the fact, admitted step is to clean the body of the car
"Acceptance
bandits held up a messenger for the ers in protest against a separate treaty in the county for a special bond elec on all sides, that a
majority of the thoroughly. The polish Is applied to
Central Bank of Oakland In a resi- between Russia and Germany.
tion, for the erection of a new court people of Ireland are willing to
accept the surface with a piece of cheese
house and jail in Silver City.
dence district and robbed hiin of
cloth and then another clean cloth Is
Agreement by both Gen. WTu
the peace treuty.
which he was taking in an automound Gen. Chang Tso Lin, rival Chito distribute the wax evenly all
a cerebral hemorrhage
Stricken
with
to
an election with a view used
"Agree
bile to a branch of the bank In North nese leaders, to exclude Peking and while
an address to the Scot
to forming a government which will over the surface. Car owners com
delivering
Oakland.
Tientsin from the field of military tish Rite Masons at their thirty-ninthave the confidence of the whole monly make the mistake of thinking
llMiJTtt,w",'
that the more wax applied the better.
Carbon county commissioners are re- operations was announced In an offi- reunion in Santa V6, the Rev. C. M, country.
As a matter of fact a very thin film
cruiting men to act as peace officers cial dispatch received by the Chinese Collins, pastor of the Presbyterian
unification
on
the
above
"Army
is all that Is needed. The polish will
In the coal fields of Utah where there legation at Washington from ihe Pe- church, collapsed and died two hours basis."
Scraps of Bar Iron and an Old Auto
last for from four days to a week, nnd
wag considerable shooting recently, king government.
Spring Are Made Into an Unusually
later.
The
statement
adds:
after It has been applied at the beginDurable Garage-Doo- r
Latch.
and where three men were wounded In
Fearing violent disorders in the zone
"If the present drift Is allowed to ning of the week a little
Reports of a big gold strike, which
with
u battle between mine guards und of occupation along the lthine and a
rubbing
a conflict between comrades a clean cloth will
continue
to
as
use
as
this adds
sent
of
a
has
number
illustrated,
large
prospecout
the
luster
bring
general luck of restraint among troops
striking miners.
inevitable.
This would be the agnln. The wax polish may be used much to the security against theft. A
tors and mining men scurrying to the
Two tinmn.sked bandits held up in the borderland, the German govern
were brought to Tombstone, greatest calamity In Irish history and for body, fenders, hood and other lus- coat of black paint will improve the
Frank Webster, office manager, and ment is drafting a "note of earnest district,
Ariz., by K. C. liradshtiw, mining man, would leave Ireland broken for gen trous surfaces and It will also be found looks of the metal parts, and enough
to the Failed Stales, pleading
appeal"
of
the
Seattle
Wlbna Meyer, cashier,
that If the under side of the fenders play should be left so that the paint
for the retention of at least one regi- who has taken an option on the mine erations."
Star, a they descended from an auto- ment
is cleaned and given a good coating will not Interfere with their free
O'Connor, head of the irregu
the strike was made.
where
Rory
of
American
troops.
mobile with the newspaper's weekly
lar army group, said that some of of wax less mud will be deposited and working. Popular Mechanics
Arizona is to have a state fair this
Sergt. Aaron Kaplan of the' depart
pay roil fund, secured the entire fund
the signers of the statement hold what is there may be easily removed.
and escaped in a waiting ment of criminal investigation of the year. As a result of a general busiat
minor positions in his forces.
He
American forces in Germany Is suffer ness revival throughout the state and
8pray Polish.
automobile.
added that lie might perhaps make a
a gunshot wound through the the coming of more prosperous times,
from
The most recent type of body polish POOR PACKING CAUSES LEAK
ing
The tank steamer Whiltler of the
statement
be
considered
the
ufter
had
Is thnt which is sprayed on the suface
a
Union Oil Company, which went on the left elbow, sustained during May nay the Slate Legislature has appropriated
Jetails of the plans set forth in the with a
large sprayer. In using this pol- Excessive Squeezing of Candle
rocks at a point ten miles south of demonstration in lluyence. The driver money for the financing of an exposigreement.
ish the body must be thoroughly
or Other Material Is Apt to
Point Arena, near San Francisco, is a of Sergeant Kaplan's car nnd two Ger tion of state products and achievede Valera Issued a detailed cleaned with water.
Eamon
Cause Trouble.
If the body surtotal loss, the company was advised by man policemen who were in the ma ments to he held at the fair grounds at explanation of his attitude at the faces are
were badly hurt.
the polish may
merely
Phoenix next November.
dusty
radio. The steamer's cargo of 10,01)11 chine
In
which he calls the be
peace conference
When the water pump begins leaksprayed on and then be wiped off
General Ludendorff has written to
barrels of oil was lost. The crew of
The great diversion dam In the Gila proposal made by Michael Collins for with a clean cloth. After
the ing do not assume that necessarily It
Julio
spraying
Peruvian
Muj.
Guerrero,
military
saved.
was
twenty-siriver known officially as the Ashurst-Haydeplebiscite on the question of accept polish over the surface a piece of Is because the nut Is too loose. Fre
attache at Berlin, thanking hltn for the
ance or rejection of the treaty, one for cheesecloth Is used to
will be dedicated
with
The coroner's jury which inquired Indam,
wipe off the quently the nut Is not to blame at all,
ac
chivalrous
nnd
unprejudiced"
stone age machinery."
to the facts surrounding the killing of counts of events recorded
but poor packing is the real cause of
excess.
ceremonies on the 10th
appropriate
In Guerre
Mr. De Valera In his explanation deals
Constable M. H. Mosher, slain by an- ro's new
the trouble. Packing for tills part conof May. Several speakers of naThe
ilny
owner
must
present-danot
of
the
were
war.
"We
first with his objection to an election assume that these new and
other officer while the constable was not beatenhistory
sists of candle wick soaked In tallow,
use
on the field," said General tional reputation are expected to he
really
a plebiscite, except for all Ireland. ful aids to
or speon the program, and it is planned to
participating in a raid of masked men, Ludendorff in his let lor, "hut
beautifying the motorcar heavy twine similarly treated,
by the
He renews his objection to the exist
cial packing material. After the nut
returned a verdict that Masher came failure of
Ihe
occasion
of
one
make
the
have
con
water.
greatest
The
superseded plain
to adapt them
to his death while a member of a selves to the politicians
ing voting register. Further, he says, trary Is true.- The car must be washed has been turned to press the packing
requirements of war. Pol in the history of Arizona.
involves a Just as
down do not turn It further, as excesArthur
Griffith's
masked mob "presumably Instigated
proposal
formerly, after, which the new
ities and war are one..
The Arizona & Swansea Rallrond
reach of the Sinn Fein convention
and directed by members of the Ku
will bring out the luster of the sive squeezing is apt to damage some
polishes
and
The
the
isolation
of
discovery
''ompan.v, whose line is twenty-onKIux Klnn."
part of the body of the pump.
agreement that not only the treaty, but original finish.
typhus germ by Dr. N. Krlteh, a wom
conthe constitution in Its final form
Once more the wheel of fate has an, under the guidance of Prof, ltara- - miles long and whose equipment
Soap should never be used on the
sists of rails, road bed and one loco- should be before the electorate when it tiody except for
turned and .Tuunllti Miller, daughter of kin, director of the Moscow biological
removing grease or oil
the late Joaquin Miller, eccentric "Poet institute, is confirmed by Dr. Waller motive, lias been denied permission by otes.
spots. A small piece of soft cloth,
De
Mr.
is
declared by
Valera that well covered with castlle soap suds,
It
of the Sierras," has entered still an- K. Davenport of Chicago, acting head he Arizona Corporation Commission
serves very well to remove grease from
other cycle of her life. When two more of the medical department of the ,o dismanile its road. The road ex both he and Charles Burgess recognized In the labor proposals a basis by the panels. The hood should never be
moons have come and gone, .Tuanita American
In tends from Swansea to Bouse,- whore
relief administration
hlch an immediate peace could be washed while It is hot, as tills will reDon't' use gasoline to clean leather
admitted, she will lay away her wed- Itussia. Dr. Kritch is director of the it connects with the California branch
procured, the army united and a sta- sult In discoloration. In cleaning the unless you want to crack It.
if the Ali hison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
ding gown of burlap and, donning a laboratories of Sokolnichiesky
hospible executive set up which could enjoy radiator send a stream of water from
neat tailor suit, will hie herself to the tal, at Moscow, where she has been
A requisition for the extradition to the confidence of all sections of the
the rear Instead of the front, to keep
When ball bearings become worn It
village court house and file suit fur engaged for two years in searching for Arizona of J. M. Reynolds, Guy L. RogIs not always necessury to have compeople.
moisture out of the mechanism.
divorce at Oakland, Cnlif.
the germ.
ers and J. K. Cos, all of Albuquerque,
The labor proposals, says Mr. De
Use a Chamois.
plete new bearings Installed. The old
WASHINGTON
X. M., has been Issued by Governor Valera, obviously referred to the peGENERAL
In
a
the body
clean chnmois ones can be repaired &-and be almost
Another plea for Immediate termiIndictments are riod during which the treaty would be skin drying
Mrs. Rose Grainger of White Plains, Campbell of Arizona.
should be used, rubbing being as good as new.
of
the
of
occupation
nation
military
left in abeyance, and the problem was done In
X. Y., mother of Perry A. Grainger, pending against the three men in
straight lines. If spots of tar
Haiti met with a refusal at the State the Australian composer and pianist,
An empty oil can, In addition to the
Ariz. Reynolds and Rogers, to secure an agreement when tills peor road oil are found on the body it is
A
of
committee
inriod
lawyers was killed by a fall from an eighteen-storMr.
end.
While
should
Griffith
Department.
vice president, respec
equipment, Is a good thing to
regular
and
them
to
treat
with
best
or
butter
president
salt,
to
n
brief
the department
who brought
In the car. It may he tilled with
in the Aeolian
window
Hall tively of Ihe First National Bank of sists on elections In June, the Repubcarry
dekerosene.
The
butter
softens
the
to
he out of
licans who believe the treaty means
declaring the occupation
or
building in Xew York City.
Albuquerque, are charged with perposit so that It may be wiped oft easily. gasoline for priming the cylinders
abandonment of the republic and ac- Kerosene should be
harmony with American principles,
New Orleans, La. While water flow- jury ami conspiracy.
cleaning spark plugs.
and
locally
applied
were plainly told by Secretary Hughes
ceptance of the British crown, think It
ing through the three crevasses in the
Announcement
of the dates of the should not be submitted to the electors wiped off within a minute.
that their arguments appeared to him lower Mississippi levee continued to
A simple but frequently forgotten
To keep pace with the improved ap
rifle mutches for the slate of Arizona while Great Britain's threat of war
most Inadequate and
spread, the fight to prevent other
of the body it Is necessary precaution in regard to filling the gaspearance
Large expenditures will he necessary breaks In the levees was carried on has been made by Maj. E. C. Linton, prevents the free will of the people to give some attention to the top and oline tank is that the mouth of the
to bring the 2,.r00,000 miles of rural ceaselessly. Low stretches of the em- Inspector instructor of the Arizona ca from being expressed.
the upholstery. A weekly brushing gasoline can should be carefully wiped
off before filling to remove any dust
of the top Inside and out will aid mahighways in the United Slates up to bankment were raised to meet higher det organization. The high school and
or dirt that may have lodged there.
the standard of efficiency comparable river stages than any yet recorded. It normal cadet matches will be held at
Allies to Ask Taft for Aid.
terially in Its life. Fabric tops should
to their exlended use In motor trans- was estimated that 70,000 persons were l'hoonix, May 1(1, 17, 18 and 10. These
Genoa
Chief Justice Taft of the never be cleaned with gasoline, keroJust polishing up the points when
portation, in the opinion of t lie Joint homeless or still occupying homes In will he followed on May 20 and 21 by United States Supreme Court will be sene or other oils, as they tend to decongressional commission of agricul- the flooded area. Numbers are being the Arizona Stale Rifle Association asked to name the chairman of the stroy the rubber in the top. Castile cleaning a spark plug Is entirely Insuf
conclutural Inquiry, whose general
cared for In hastily improvised ref- mutches, in which civilian and military mixed arbitral commission to be estab sonp and water applied with a stiff ficient. Remove all the carbon from
or mica by washing
sions on the subject were announced ugee camps established by the Red teams from all parts of Arizona will llshed for
controlling the debts owed brush is the best cleansing medium the porcelain
Cross.
for the top.
them in a solution of gasoline.
recently by Chairman Anderson.
compete.
by the Russian government here.
The "Invisible Empire has been ren"Agitated air" Is the cause of the
The New Mexico State Fair Associ
Hughes Refuses Russian Negotiations,
dered conspicuously visible," It was de- floods reported from many sections of ation,
capitalized at $30,000, with Na
WEEK-END- S
Political recognition
clared at the district attorney's office the country.
The radio craze is to than Salmon,
Washington.
15.
president; John
a
new
of
in
Russia
must
after a preliminary inspection of arti- blame, says Delhert Xeal of Osceoln,
government
and
Juke Levy,
secrelary,
await the establishment of "sound
cles seized when ngents of the district Mo., who lias directed un appeal to all treasurer, was
organized at a recent husiness und social
successsheriffs
and
conditions there,"
deputy
to
Attorney
"cut out meeting of nearly 150 prominent San
broadcasting stations
fully raided the Los Angeles office of tickling the air."
secretary iiugnes declared in reta Fe men.
the Ku Klux Klan.
sponse to apetitlon presented by a
Bucharest, Rumania. Upward of
A thief or thieves entered the test
The charge that by leasing the Tea- 100 persons were killed in a mine exdelegation of women who asked
at the Slate University at Albu
American aid toward Russian re
pot dome, Wyoming naval oil reserve, plosion in the Lupeni district of pens
querque and stole an experimental test habilitation.
"A political recogni
to ihe Mammoth Oil Company, bended
The bodies of fifty vicwhich was completely Inoculated
sheep
oil Transylvania.
I'
said Mr. Hughes, "is dependmillionaire
Sinclair,
Harry
by
were carbonized completely, while with all kinds of germs with the view tion,"
tims
ent upon the existence of a govern
"
w
promoter, the Interior Department in those of the others were blown to of
fS
i
using its blood for scientific tests. ment that is competent and disposed
XX
reality turned one of the most valua- pieces.
$
ADr. O. C; West, city health officer, has to discharge its International
ble oil structures In the country over
obliga
A
youth was slain by a sent out warnings to report at his oftions. This whole matter Is in the
to the Standard Oil, was made by forIn Albuquerque at once, uny par
fice
Jamaifellow
near
camper
In
of
those
control
of
who
dominate the
mer Governor Brooks
Wyoming
a telegram received from him by Sen- ca, Long Island, as the climax of a ri- sons who may have eaten any of the affairs of Russia."
of
flesh
the
had
the
two
in
stalked
duel
which
fle
sheep.
ator Kendrlck, Democrat, of that state.
Woman Held for Three Murders.
The
Arizona slate tax anticipation bonds
Tho packers and stockyards act of each other from behind trees.
over the spillCleveland, Ohio. A woman, who
1021 has been declared constitutional fight started in a quarrel
.$1,500,000,
interest
aggregating
bearing
of a can of soup.
County Prosecutor Edwurd C. Stanton
of 44 per cent per annum, and expir- says
by the Supreme Court. The court, in ing
is suspected of committing a se$3,000,-00E.
cases
James
estate
of
valued
at
In
by
an
Although
brought
disposing
ing
sixty days, were sold at par to ries of murders in order to collect $11,- Chiothers
was accumulated by Richard
the Bankers' Trust Company of New 000
Jlurton, and
representing
Insurance, is being held In Jail
in
cago traders, and Stafford
former Tammany boss, who died York by t lie State Loan Commission.
hare. The woman Is known to have
behalf of the Chicago commission mer- in Ireland, his four children have been The sale followed a meeting of the been married five
times and is said to
chants, declared that commission mer- cut off without a cent. The entire for- - commission in Governor Campbell's of- have
acquired a sixth husband recentCommission
members asserted
chants,' traders and dealers who buy tune has passed Into the bands of the fice.
She divorced her first two hus
nnd sell livestock after Its arrival at young Indian princess he married in the terms were exceptionally good In ly.
bands, while three others died under
inIn
are
of
engaged
stockyards
the
of
view
short length
time speci- mysterious
Chicago
Xew York just six weeks after the
circumstances, according to
terstate commerce.
fied.
mother of ills children died.
Stanton.
Checked somewhat by failure to see
After deliberating for twelve hours,
More than 3,"(K) persons are homePresident Harding, the "children's cru- less and at least 1,500 homes in the the jury trying William S. Estaver of
Mexico City Mob Wrecks Building.
sade," which Invaded the capitol
Mexico
Trinity valley between Arlington Detroit, Mich., on a charge of murderClashes between
City.
strong on behalf of 111 war Heights and Fort Worth, Texas, are ing Mrs. I'eter Johnson of Denver, re- Union laborers and Catholics,
law violators now serving prison inundated, according to advices re- ported that It was unable to agree and In one person being killed andresulting
X
several
::;:;::!::::.. ate stf :;:.'
'Sit
was discharged by Judge Samuel L. wounded, characterized the recent
terms, got little encouragement from ceived at the office of the southwestrecto
as
Ceneral
Daugherty
ern division of the American Red Cross I'attee of the Superior Court at Tuc- celebrations here.
Attorney
at
Syndicalists
ommendation for executive clemency. at St. Louis.
son. Judge Pattee set the second trial tacked a
building occupied by the As
of Kslaver for May 15.
The American government stands
When Chief David W. Scott nnd Fesociation of Catholic Young Men, and
That tho acrton of the governor In during the encounter one boy was
At last toe siuuil shopkeeper whom; ivue insists on u pleasure auto while
unshaken In lis determination that lix Loury, Xez Perce Indians, return
orIn
own
house
must
her
to
the
state
will
put
Russia
take with sending
to their people, they
troops
Gallup mine killed and numerous other persons his business affords only the funds for a needed delivery car, can satisfy both
district was necessary In order to avert wpre so bndly hurt that they had to wIfe and business. This new "convertible." sold in England at siill cost, Is
der before she can expect political rec- them the privilege of hunting nnd fish
violence and bloodshed, Is the verdict be taken to hospitals. The building a roomy, sturdy light delivery car during the week. And when Suntfay comes
ognition by the United States, Secre- ing In the state of Idaho, without a
tne ow"er lets down the folding seats as show In the photograph and has
if tin; McKlnley county grand Jury Ir and its contents were wrecked nnd
tary Hughes recently told a delegation cense, according to the Walla Walla
Of womeu at the State Department.
i P'p rf ty District Judge Holloman
et on fire.
louring car seating six io mite vnei una an ine lime Arry s anu Arrlets a- treaty of IS."."
driving id the country.
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FOR SILAGE PURPOSES

CORN

Seed
Early Planting of
of Large Variety la Often
Most Profitable.

north an earlv nlanting of
seed of a large variety
of corn is often most prolitauie wnen
the crnn Is Intended for silage pur
poses. Of course, If a grain crop is
desired, the corn variety muse oe
thnt has the best chance of
maturing a good yield of grain. But
if silage Is the object, tne same
of maturity is not necessary.
The production may be Increased simply by choosing a somewhat longer
senson croo. one that will reach the
proper ensiling stage at about the
same time the Northern grain would
Here Is one
he maturine.
hnvo
more place where the Northern silo
owner can get the jump on some ot
his less fortunate neighbors.
Tn

Cheats Death and Gets $100 Hero Prize

lucky, Detective
He came
of an inch of
within
death when he shot a pistol from the
hand of an escaped convict and was
awarded a $100 hero prize.
The sixteenth of an Inch was the
distance between the hammer point of
the convict's gun and the detonator of
the shell reposing beneath It. According to Chief of Detectives Hughes
and others who examined the gun, the
hammer was In the act of descending
on the shell when Tapscott's bullet
knocked the gun from the bandit's

CHICAGO. Pretty

Tapscott!

hand,
The bullet from the policemnn's pistol drove squarely Into one of the cylinder chambers of the bandit's gun,
proving, according to Chief Hughes,
that the convict's bullet was headed
straight for Tapscott's brain.

Do not waste any wood ashes from

the grate. Strew them over the

gar-

den. They are rich In potash fertilizer. It will leach Into the ground,
but unlike nitrates, will remain there
In suspSon and the plants can get
the full benefit You are throwing
away money when you throw away
wood ashes. They ore especially
valuable for daffodil and tulip beds.

BIG

IN

USING

LIME

When All Acidity of Soil Hai Been
Used Up There Is Trouble In
Raising Some Crops.
A test was made covering 15 years
of growing truck crops with manure,
at the rate of ten loads to the acre,
The ferand with other fertilizers.
tilized plots yielded good crops for a
few years and then failed. Doctor
Hartwell of the Rhode Island experiment station does not advise any fertilizers In continuous crop rotation
without green manuring. He said that
Rhode Island was responsible for the
use of lime, and now it ought to be

responsible for saying that there is
danger In using too much lime. When
you have used up all the acidity In the
soli you are In for trouble, especially
with such crops ns spinach. If you do
not get any pink on blue litmus paper,
the soil does not need more lime.

BIG VALUE OF ALFALFA
Alfalfa pasture is worth $25
to $35 per acre when it will feed
20 pigs per acre that will gain
200 pounds each during the seaIf they are fed without
son.
pasture, they will need 1,500
pounds more of corn and 800
pounds of tankage. In addition
to this we can cut a ton or two
of hay from the same land and
still have better grazing than
If It were not mowed. J. M,
Evvard, Iowa Station.

ing at the bar. Tapscott steped Into
a side room to search a third man.
McCarthy recognized the man at the
bar as "Willie" Webb, sentenced to
Pontine for robbery, who was paroled,
returned for violation of parole, and
finally escaped February 8.
grappled.
McCarthy and Webb
Webb drew a gun.
At this point
Tapscott rushed in from the side
room on hearing the sound of the
straggle. Webb pointed his gun at
Tapscott, but the policeman fired as
the colored man's finger pressed the
trigger.
The work of the three policemen
went for nothing, for Webb was turned
over to a stnte parole officer and escaped from a Rock Island truln on his

as

convict's garb.
Molllck
had been convicted
shooting and killing his
foster-mothe-

SAVED

7 MINUTES

house.

In Daze at Trial.
"I wus in a duze from the start of
the trial," said Cohen. "The whole
But
business was so unbelievable.
when I found myself In the little gray
house up the river I knew tnut u wus
real all too real.
"I couldn't bear to look at the bars.
So I slept with my head toward the
door. One night I heard a buzzing
noise on the other side of the wall. It
was the electric chair. I was nearly
frantic.
"Thirteen men passed by my cell on
the way to their death. As each would
go by, there would be a noisy good-bfrom the other men.
"Suddenly we would hear the buzz
of the motor. It's the most terrible
sound In the world absolutely Inde
scribable. We would lose our heads and
But soon everything was
scream.
quiet again.
"It Is not the man In the chair who
Is being punished," Cohen said earnestly, "but the men who are left behind.
Theirs is a living death. Any ot them
would rather die immediately than
linger In the death house.
"I wanted to die. The only thing that
kept up my courage was the thought
of my Innocence and the stigma tlitit
would have been left on my family.
"One day a youngster broke loose
from the keeper's grasp as lie was
being led to the chair. He ran down

way back to Pontlac.

When a
loves him
shoot the
fni till' til animal down In cold blood.
Yet there can be circumstances under
which sudden death by a bullet is true

400-fo-

BY

New York. After two years at the
door of death the grim, green door In
come
Sing Sing Joseph Cohen has
back.
Freed from the charge of murder
which had been hanging over his head
is hurd at
of for nearly five years, he
work on his old Job unloading chickens in the Washington market. But
he Is no longer the same powerful,
fearless "King Joe."
"Once," he says with a rasping voice,
"I was within seven minutes of the
chair. The governor's reprieve came
Just in time. If it had beea delayed I
wouldn't be here now."
Pniien hnd been convicted of insti
rivaled
gating the Buff murder, which
thn Rosenthal case In popular interest.
In 1917 he was sentenced to the death

GA.

kindness.
Everybody's heard of Stone Mountain; It's that gigantic mass of solid
rock on which a wonderful frieze depicting the heroes of the Confederacy
in battle array Is to be carved. Well,
on a Thursday two foxhounds slipped
while chnslng a fox and slid Into a
crevice hundreds of feet down. They
were practically uninjured.
Friday W. O. and Ronald Venable,
owners of the hounds, took
ropes and let themselves off into spnee
In an effort to reach the crevice. They
failed.
Saturday they tried again, in
spite of a high wind that swung them
time anf again against the almost
Thousands watched
vertical surface.
the masters at their work of rescue,
thrilled over the dangers of their attempt and groaned in disappointment
over their failure.
For It looked as If the two hounds
could not be reached. And it was
certain that their lot was lingering
death from thirst and starvation, if
So Saturthey couldn't be reached.
day night little was talked about In

Movie Thriller.

Governor's Reprieve Comes Just In
Nlok of Time Gets New Trial
and is Freed Desorlbes Horrors of Awaiting Death.

STONE MOUNTAIN,
has a good dog and
It's pretty hard to have to

the vicinity of Stone Mountain except
the two hounds and the two Venables
and how It would all come out.
Sunday big crowds guthered again
expecting they knew not what, but
certain of a thrill. Would the Venables
try again? Could food and water be
got to the hounds in any possible
way? Would the two masters abandon their hounds to a lingering death?

His First Long Pants.

Mrs. Robert Stoltz. As he was taken
to a small cage among the "lifers,"
the hardened criminals, doomed to
spend the rest of their days behind
prison bars, gulped as they peered
with wondering eyes at the youth.
The boy was dealt his heavy senOn this last proposition the crowds tence
by Judge Loring after a trial
were a unit in the negative.
that lasted three days. His aunt, Mrs.
And then an expert rifleman from Catherine Maree
of, Chicago,
Fort McPherson arrived with his rifle !
one of the two lawyers who
the
of
riflemen
Unite) defended the boy. Their insanity plea
The expert
States army are the best shots in the was quickly overthrown. No evidence
the
world bar none.
boys was offered at the trial that the boy
They're
that stopped the Huns at Chateau was badly treated at the Stoltz home,
Thierry from going on to Paris.
and it was shown that he shot the
Two shots and quick and merciful woman in cold blood. The state's atdeath !
torney asked the death chair, but the
Jury demurred a point and made it
life Imprisonment.
Many protests are
being filed agninst the sentence, and
a movement is also under way to con"Big Swede" was tinue the fight to have the boy adRivers, Quebec.
the bully of the whole outfit. One day
judged insane.
Elziar RIouk, a young mnn from Trols-I'lstoleCounty of Tomlsconnta, was
hired. "Big Swede" challenged El- SKIRTS MADE HEIFER WILD
ziar to a test of strength.
"Big
Swede" was worsted by the stranger. Broke Away When Animal Saw Them
Goes on
on Old Woman
The bully leaped at our hero and
cut a deep gnh under ills left eye.
Rampage.
Rioux was in a half sitting position
He planted
when the blow landed.
St. Louis. Policemen are an emohis foot In the chest of "Big Swede." tional set, much given to extravagant
The force of the kick sent the coward notions, but the actions of Mnrgot, a
He was un- prize black heifer, on Olive street
to the end of the room.
conscious and hnd three broken ribs here, certainly were unusual and there
and a dislocated shoulder. Then El- may be something in what Purtolmnn
ziar, single handed, cleaned the room O'Fluherty says.
of the "Big Swede's" gang.
Mnrgot broke loose from a young
News of that battle reached thr man leading her to a slaughter house
pars of Doctor Gadbols. Immediate and chased a negro Janitor of an
ly he got in touch with the big lum
apartment building in Olive street up
berinnn. Right now he has him un three flights of rear stairs. The Janidergoing a system of training which tor escaped Into a flat, slamming the
will
Singularly door In the heifer's face. She retalilast six months.
enough, this course of training does ated by crashing through the door,
not Include boxing. Kloux hns never the glass panels hanging on her horns.
had a boxing glove on his hands. At Cowboys from the stock yards were
the end of six months, if Doctor Gad- called and Mnrgot led them a dizzy
bols is satisfied with the results, he pace, falling only when she was ridwill have him schooled in boxing and dled with bullets.
"She was going along peaceful
then send his charge against Jack
enough until she saw a white-haire- d
Dempsey.
old lady with skirts up to her knees,"
said Patrolman O'Flaherty. "She gave

Elziar Has Some Natural Advantages

th

DANGER

The shot, described by Chief of Police Fitzmorrls as "the most miraculous In police history," not only saved
Tapscott's life, but probably also
saved the life of Sergt. J. A. McCarthy, who was struggling with the
bandit.
Tapscott, McCarthy and Sergt. Michael McFadden had entered the
saloon of Dan Morrison at Thirty-firs- t
street and Cottage Grove avenue,
when a colored man hurried out the
rear door. McFadden started after
him while McCarthy directed his attention to another colored man stand-

Ind. John Molllck,
orphun of this city, has
realized every boy's ambition to don
He Is now
the raiment of a mun.
wearing his first long pants. But his
new suit Is that of a convict and he
has been sentenced to wear it for life.
John, attired In knee pants, entered
the gates of the Iudluna state prison,
at Michigan City, under a life sentence for murder.
Never tn the history of the prison
had a boy in knickerbockers crossed
Its corridor of sighs. Warden Edward
J. Fogarty and his aides received a
distinct Bhock as the boy stumbled
Into the warden's office to be questioned and assigned a number and

Laporte,

-year-old

When Quick Death Was True Kindness

ae-gr-

Material Should Be Scattered Over
Soil to Get Benefit of Potash
Fertilizer. ,

Man Condemned to Death Hast
Experienoe as Sensational

Wild Cucumber

various systems of cleaning
In addition to laboratory observations,
United States Department of Agriculture lias tried out methods of cleaning and sterilizing mechanical milkers
on a number of farms.
On 13 farms where only ordinary
rare was eiven. the highest bacteria
count was more than 2,000,000 per
cubic centimeter, and the average was
more than a quarter of a million. After
the machines had been kept clean and
method, the
sterilized by the
average of 201 samples showed less
than 20,000 bacteria per cubic centimeter, and one sumple showed only
one thousand. Of course, with careless
methods, milk produced by hand milking may be badly contaminated; but
Mosaic Disease of Cucumber.
the milking machine, being an addithe
seeds from diseased cultivated cucumtional piece of apparatus between
cow and the consumer, should receive bers rarely produce mosaic plants. It
has been found, however, that seeds
special care.
Method Best.
from mosaic fruits of the wild cucumsterilizing milking machines with a ber will produce a certain percentage
chlorine solution has been djne on a of mosaic plants when planted and
the disease may thus winter over on
good many farms, but the tests made
that
shown
have
this wild host. Wild cucumber vines
the
by
department
much better results come from the use appear along fences and streams from
method. Just after three to four weeks before the cultiof the
the
milking, the machines are rinsed with vated cucumbers are planted, and on
cold or lukewarm water drawn through striped cucumber beetle feeds
then flies to
by vacuum, the stream being broken these wild plants and
the
occasionally by pulling the teut cups the cucumber fields, carrying comThe
out of the water and immersing them mosaic virus if it exists.
to cuagain. This is done 10 or 12 times. The mon milkweed is also subject
as it lives for
process is then repeated with hot soda cumber mosaic and
Is reproduced
solution, and the cups and tubing are many years the disease
washed with a brush at the same time. each year from the diseased roots.
Then the parts are rinsed, by drawing Insects, particularly the melon aphis,
are also the agents which carry
clean water through by vacuum.
After this cleaning, the long milk mosaic from milkweed to cucumber.is
tubes with the teat cups attached are Eradication of these wild hosts
strongly advised as the most effective
Field
control measure yet known.
experiments indicate that such treatment not only reduces the amount of
disease In the fields, but also Its seriousness bv delaying its appearance
by two to four weeks Just at the time
when the plants are producing large

WOOD ASHES ASSIST GARDEN

His

of

Foster-Mothe- r.

(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
The wild cucumber vine and the
common milkweed, as shown by Investigations by the United States DeTo Keep Mechanical Devlcet Sweet partment of Agriculture, are the prinand Clean All Parti Should Be
cipal wild host plants of the cucumScrubbed at Least Once
ber mosaic, or "white pickle" disease.
This disease is widespread In the
Every Week.
United States, but Is most general and
(Prepared by th United Stataa Department serious in the Middle West, where the
of Agriculture.)
major portion of the pickle-growin- g
The Increasing use of milking mais located. Cucumber mosaic
chines In the United States makes the Industry
is caused by a vims, and the most
method of cleaning and caring for them common
mentis of spreading It Is by
an important one. In studies of dairy two kinds of insects, the striped
bacteria
of
sanitation the number
cucumber beetle, the melon aphis, and
which survive various methods of
by pickers. The disease is not carried
cleaning and care enables Investigators through the winter In the soil or by
of
to determine the relative merits
and trials have shown that
machines. Insects,

detached from the head of the pall,
the air tubes (on Inflation types of
and the whole immersed in a tank of clean water. The
water is then heated to 160 degrees or
170 degrees P. This may be done by
setting the tank on a stove ; by setting
it up and building a fire under it ; or
by introducing steam from a boiler.
The parts are left In this water until
the next milking.
The effect of heating upon the rubber parts has not yet been fully determined, but so far the temperatures
used have had little effect on the life
of the rubber.
Clean Thoroughly Each Week.
To keep the machines sweet and
clean they must be taken entirely
apart once a week and all the parts
scrubbed with brushes and hot soda
solution. The vacuum line should be
cleaned every two weeks by drawing
hot soda solution through it, but if
milk Is accfdaiiitally drawn into it the
pipe shouldFbe cleaned immediately
after mMg. Palls and covers need
to be washed and sterilized with steam
or boiling water after every milking.
It Is Important that the development
of mechanical milkers should not be
handicapped by improper methods of
cleaning them.

Life

Boy Gets

SIxteen-Year-Ol- d

METHOD IS BEST

Milking Machine In Operation.

TELLS OF LIVING

Add another
the galaxy of heavyweight youngsters who are crowding
the rail these days trying for the lend
among the prospects who
position

MONTREAL.

would knock Jack Dempsey flatter
The
than a pint of Volstead brew.
latest Is Elziar Rioux, discovered
In a Canadian lumber camp, and
what a whale of a kid is Elzlur!
Twenty-thre-

years

e

old,

standing

6

sox,
feet 414 Inches in his well-knand weighing about 240 pounds !
Dr. J. P. Gadbols of Montreal, who
for 30 years has been looking for a
physically perfect Canadian, is sponsor for Elziar.
The discovery of this .mighty mnn
leads back to a lumber camp at Three

Has Jack London Sent Back a Message?
BERKELEY,

Has Jack
materialistic of

CAL.

ma-

message back from
terialists,
spirit land? In a series of psychic
writings, now in the hands of Edward
sent

B.

a

Payne, London's

lifelong

friend

and a noted scholar, the famous author is supposed to present some of
his experiences in the world beyond.
Payne declines to vouch for the
genuineness of the messages, which
were received by him from an Oakland
spiritualist who knew London In life.
world
But he declared that the writings were conscious existence in the outer
of the body.
dissolution
Lonthe
after
Jack
of
In
the
style
"certainly
He tells of a gradual return of condon."
and
"Some of them are bo marvelous as sciousness after his earthly death
himself
on
felt
lie
of
finding
the
said.
Joy
he
wonder."
to
us
cause
to
In possession of the Intellect that was
Payne refused to make public the
of flesli
text of the psychic writings or to au- Jack London in the world
He describes himself as existing in
thorize quotations from them. Their
und as striving
general contents, however, became extensive vagueness
of literary exknown througli their being read by to revivify his powers
that he might in his old manPayne to a gathering of 200 literary pression
communicate
his new thoughts,
persons, many of whom had known ner
Impressions and emotions to his
London when he lived In Oakland.
After hearing the messages, many of friends on earth.
Payne Is Investigating the claims of
these shared Payne's opinion regardimedium through which the mes
the
to
London's
style.
their
similarity
ng
she received
London is presented In the psychic sages were received that disembodied
as affirming that the a visit from London's
communications
ui:mnn mine does not die. hut has a spirit.

I

On the Way to Their Death.
In front of my cell screaming. The boy
was only eighteen. We began to yell.
It was all over In a little while. The
kid went through the little green
door.
"None of us slept that night. I was
taken from my cell and put In a
dungeon. It was punishment for catcalling with the rest. For three days
and four nights I lay in solitary. When
I got out I couldn't talk.
Couldn't Forget Door.
the men told Jokes.
"Sometimes
Sometimes they laughed. But it wasn't
often. They couldn't forget that little
door und the buzzing noise."
Cohen shuddered.
After Cohen was reprieved ills sentence was commuted to life Imprisonment, and he was taken from the death
house.
"I wns so weak that I couldn't walk,"
he said smiling for the first time.
"After a couple of weeks In the hospital I began to come to und my courage returned. From then on I never

one snort and away she went."
SOLD

HIS

WIFE

SIX

TIMES

Received $660 for Allowing
Spouse to Live With Other
Men for Few Days.

Greek

Omaha. For selling his wife six
times and receiving $(560 from the
transactions, George Bartsas, candy
store clerk, of this city, hns been
sentenced to ten days in Jail and may
be deported to Greece, his native
country.
Bartsas' wife would remain with
each new "husband" for several days
and then return to her husband, who
would sell her to another man. She
was also given a short jail sentence
and may be deported with her husband.
Hold World Marriage Record.
Iirnd-shaSheffield, Eng. Mrs. Elizabeth
seventy-seve- n
years old, went to
the altar for the eighth time, nnd
sevonty-siHargrenves.
Sylvester
years old, for the fifth time when
they were married here recently. She
has a grown family of 17 children,
and he is the father of 12. Both declare this will be their last marriage.

I

gave up hope.
"And one day my dream came true.
I was granted a new trial.
In prison seemed to
"Everybody
share my happiness. I was nursing
diphtheria patients In the hospital when
the doctor came In and told me to get
ready. I wns going to New York.
"It was the greatest moment of my
life. I was released on hall. But it was
only n few days ago that the courts
finally freed me.
"I'm still dazed. But I'm going to
stat all over."
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By JOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN

second National Conference on
Stute Turks will be hold May
Hear Mountain Inn, Palisades Interstate park, on the west bunk of
(lie Hudson river about 45 miles
above New York City. The first
conference, beld January
1(121, In Des Moines, la., appointed
John Hurton Payne, then secretary
of the interior and now chairman
of the central committee, American
National Keel Cross, chuirman of a committee on
arrangements for a second conference to lie held
iu 1922. The committee membership Includes:
of the
Edgar 11. Harlan, Des Moines, secretary
Iowa SUte Board of Conservation.
Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman, Estes Park, Colo.,
t
chairman department of applied education.
Federation of Women's Clubs.
ltlchard Lieber. Indianapolis, State of Indiana
Department of Conservation.
J. Horace McFnrlund, Harrlsburg, Pa., president
American Civic association.
V. L. Harding, Des Moines, former governor of
Iowa.
MaJ. W. A. Welch, Haverstraw, N. Y., general
manager and chief engineer Palisades Interstate
park.
Jnincx Grafton Rogers, Denver, Colo.
William If. Bade, Berkeley, Calif., president
Sierra club, California Associated Societies . for
the Conservation of Wild Life,
American Alpine ,;lub, Save the Redwoods league.
Alfred Hritt, few York.
Chairman Pf.yne's letter of announcement of
the time and plnce of meeting also says:
"A great deal of constructive work has been
done In the development of state parks, duly stimConulated by the work of the past conference.
siderable legislation lias been enacted and new
porks created. The convention this year will be
particularly Illuminating, as it will give the delegates an opportunity of seeing the development In
the Palisades Interstate park, which stands In
the forefront of state parks. While the first nntt
third days will be tuken up with business sessions,
the second will he devoted to a trip to West
Point and a new state highway around Storm
King overlooking the Hudson, while the fourth
day will be given over to an Inspection of the
Bronx parkway and will mean an especially Interesting motor trip from the Bear Mountuln Inn
across the Hudson to Lake Kenslco and from
there down the Bronx River parkway to the New
York Zoological gardens In the Bronx.
"I especially urge that all organizations Interested In the preservation of our native scenery
arrange to have delegates attend the conference.
"Many states have taken the forward step In
the development of a state park system, and I
firmly believe that this can be extended to Include all of the states, so that close
can be curried out between all the states and
the slogan of a state park every hundred miles
from Maine to California will become an actual
fact In the very near future."
The first conference was held In Des Moines
because Iowa has a state park law that comes
pretty near being a model. The state board of
conservation has power to select and acquire
parks and make them accessible and has funds
and memberto work with. It Is
ship Is an honor. The stnte has already acquired
Is
eleven parks and
steadily adding acceptable
ureas.
The second conference Is held In Palisades Interstate park because It Is the Driest object lesson
In the world of efficient state park management
on e large scale and of the benefits to the public
of such a recreation plnce. There Is no space
bore for a detnlled description. These points,
however, stand nut :
The park along the historic Hudson had Its
beginning in a movement to save the Palisades
from the qiiurrymen. Largely through the
of 'he federated club women of New
Vork ant) Ainw Jersey the legislatures of these
UK

22-2- 5

Of

10-1-

Gen-eru-

e

two states created Palisades Interstate commissions In 1!K)0 and Governors Theodore Roosevelt
and Foster M. Voorhees euch appointed five commissioners.
The commissioners are unpaid and
Politics have been kept out of the
park. The development work has all been done
by the commission's own force and all park activities are conducted by this force. The commission
expects euch separate activity to be
The funds appropriated and contributed to date
thus summarized : Uy New York, In cash,
J5,793,ri25, in lands, $170.(KX); by New Jersey, In
cash, $727,983 ; by private contributors. In cash,
$4,735,144; In lands, .$ 1,0! 12,7(55 ; total, $13,119,420.
The park now contains 1,000 acres lo New Jersey,
extending for 12 miles along the Hudson (the
Palisades) ; 550 acres In the Bhuivelt trnct west
of Nyack ; 7S0 acres In the Hook mountain-Rock-lanlake section, and 33,708 acres In the Bear
raountain-Harrlniasection. Mrs. E. H. Harrlman
made one gift of 10,000 acres und $1,000,000.
Over one million people visited the Bear
section Inst summer j every summer 50,000 poor children spend an average of ten
days in the camps.
Every possible fncllity for

are

every sort of recreation Is provided. There are
even medical service, religious exercises and
cooked-foodistribution. As to the people who
used the
strip under the Palisades, their
number can only be guessed at.
The Des Moines conference was attended by
140 delegates from 50 organizations In 25 states.
The coming conference will be Inrger. This park
question is of Interest to a great variety of organizations.
Here are a few samples: Save the Redwoods League of California; General Federation
of Women's Clubs; American Society of Landscape Architects; Wild Flower Preservation Society of America; American Bison society; American Alpine club; American Committee on Preservation of Natural Conditions; American Civic
association ; National
Highway association; National Park Service.
The scope of tills second conference is
perhaps
best suggested by the report of the committee on
Dr.
C.
resolutions.
Cowles, University of
Henry
Chicago, chairman, which was adopted at the
first conference. This report Includes the following:
"The National Conference on State Parks, assembled In Des Moines, January
192L
upon the call of the governor of Iowa, and at the
suggestion of the secretary of the Interior, and In
with the national park service, declares Its belief:
"That the public parks, local, county, state and
national are necessary for the best development
of patriotism, of efficient manhood and womanhood, and of business and civic life In the United
States.
"That such parks should Include not only ample
and organized provision for recreation, but also
for the preservation In their natural state of
liberal areas embracing the varied types of prairie, forest, lake, river and mountuln scenery of
America, as well as the natural wonders that
distinguish our country.
"That It is Incumbent upon our governments,
local, county, state and national, to continue to
acquire sites until eventually there shall be public
of our
parks within easy access of all the
' people
nation.
"That this conference, recognizing the fundamental vnlue of forest recreation, recommends
the establishment of further national, state,
county and municipal forests and that the recreational use of such areas be correlated with
similar activities in other publicly owned areas."
At the first conference a special committee was
appointed to study the park laws of the several
states and to confer with the executive committee
of the National Conference of Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws, with a view to the prepara

tion and presentation of model drafts. This committee will report to the coming conference. Its
membership follows :
Everett L. Millard, Chicago, chairman; president Municipal Art league.
Charles U. Sauers, Indianapolis, Indlani, State
Department' of Conservation.Judge Asa K. Owens, Phillips. Wis.
Chancey Hamlin, Buffalo, N. Y.
E. W. Allen, State of Washington.
The attitude of the coming conference ou
questions of policy is probably pretty accurately
indicated by a list of recommendations formulated
at the first conference by the Round Table committee. This Informal committee was made up
of delegates actually engaged In the construction,
'
supervision and development of existing path's.
The recommendations Include the following:
"It is recommended that any legislation for the
establishment of state or municipal parks or
forest preserves provide for the development and
improvement of such areas In such a manner
thut they be freed entirely from all political Influence.

"That all moneys given, appropriated or accruing to such bodies, including those moneys earned
by the utilities and facilities Inside the areas, be
explaced at the disposal of such boards and
pended by them without the further formality of
legislative appropriation, but accounted for In
accordance with the state's or municipality's
finance laws.
"That wherever the necessary cnpltal Is available, all the utilities be operated directly by the
controlling boards, and all construction and
maintenance work be done by their forces without
contracts or concessions, but If such capital Is not
available, that these utilities be let as concessions
to concessionaires with sufficient capital and abil
ity under proper restrictions and regulations by

the board.
"That all buildings In such areas be the property of the board, and that no privately owned
structures of any type be permitted except In the
case of large forest preserves, where this policy
does not Interfere with some of the higher type
of utilizations.
leases of clubhouses,
"That no
camps, or other buildings be made, and that a
strict limitation be placed on private residences,
even In large forest reservations, and that these
should be permitted only with due regard to
future public use."
Inasmuch as the new Interest In state and local
parks is largely an outgrowth of the discovery by
the people of the national parks, the national
park service Is giving Its heartiest
conthrough Director Stephen T. Mather. The
nection between national parks and state parks
Is often close, since It Is sometimes difficult to
decide the destiny of scenic areas ambitious for
national park honors. Mr. Mather is likely to ask
the opinion of the conference concerning a dozen
or so national park propositions which raise the
state parksl
question : Are they not best fitted for
These propositions Include:
Muininolh Cave, Kentucky; Petit Jean, ArCankansas; Grand Coulee. Washington; Bryce
Iowa and Wisconyon, Utah; Mississippi valley,
Washsin; Okefinokee swamp, Georgia; Yakima,
Sand Dunes, Inington. Blue Ridge, Georgia;
diana; Roosevelt Bad Lands, South Dakota.
Secretary of the Interior Albert B. Fall, In
whose charge are the national parks, of course
heartily endorses the coming conference. He
to
says, In referring in his 1921 annual report
the Des Moines conference and the Increased
activities In the state park movement:
"it Is hoped this will In time result in a state
so
park being available every hundred miles or
along the chief traffic arteries to the national
parks which will contribute much to the pleasure
of
camping."
long-ter-
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Farmer on
Fertile Lands,
Still to B Had, It in Beat
Possible Position.
The economic problems connected
with .the advantageous marketing of
farm crops and the financing of the
movement of those crops are pressing
upon agriculture most severely. They
will be solved, however, and while
that solution is being worked out It
is simply good sense on the farmer's
part to make his efforts toward pro
duction tell to the very maximum, as
best carrying him through the period
of depression and hard times and
placing him In the best position to
take the greatest possible advantage
of the better times to come. We may
repeat that the cheapest farm crop,
whether from fields or from live stock,
Is almost Invariably the largest crop
which can be obtained. Or In other
words, the greater the crop, the
greater the net profit. To attain such
crops and to place himself in the ad
vantageous position referred to above,
the farmer must study, and must apply
the results of his study to such problems as soil fertility, Its conservation
and increase; soil moisture, its con
trol; cultural methods, suitable and
productive varieties, etc., etc.
The question is how can you best
accomplish and secure these things?
Can they be done on
lands,
by paying high rents, with the prices
you get for your produce no greater
thnn may be had from that grown
and raised on much cheaper lands,
whose production is fully as great as
that of the
lands? The
answer is unquestionably in favor of
the
lands, when they are
selected because of their soil fertility
and the other requirements necessary.
It is not'the purpose here to point out
merely that the lands of Western
Canada would prove a splendid and
ready solution, but to emphasize the
fact that in order to overcome your
present difficulty, to remove some of
the burden that you are laboring under, you must secure some line of
cheaper operation, whether It be removal to other parts in your own
country where such opportunity may
offer, or take advantage of that which
Western Canada affords.
For Information regarding these
advantages apply to any Canadian
government agent. Advertisement.
high-price- d
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Chilean Volcanic Disturbances.
The eruptions In Chile lust Decem
ber were attributed to the volcanoes
of Cuulle and ltinehua.
They were
accompanied by violent earthquakes
and it was stated that deep crevices
ad formed In the mountain sides,
nun which steam was pouring,
'Jiiornious
damage was caused to
grazing lands on the Argentine side
f the frontier, which for lit) leagues
was covered with cinders and volcanic
ashes from the erupting peaks, which
swept across Argentina, obscuring the
sun. Ashes were reported to have
fallen all the way across to the At
lantic ocean.
ASPIRIN

INTRODUCED
BY "BAYER"

IN

Look for Name "Bayer" on the
Then You Need
Never Worry.

1900
Tab-let-

s
If you want the true,
Aspirin, as prescribed by physicians
for over twenty-onyears, you must
ask for "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin."
The name "Bayer" Is stamped on
each tablet and appears on each package for your protection against Imitations. Advertisement,
world-famou-
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When a man gets Into a pickle It
seldom preserves his temper.
Hardly anybody groans
there is nobody to listen.

much If

THANKFUL FOR
A LITTLE CHILD
Mrs. Mertz Tells How Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Helped Her
Eutztown, Pa. "I wish everywoman
who wants children would try Lydia E.
rTTTTTTTTiiiiiiiiiimiii

PI

mkham s vegeta- ftable
Compound. It

has done so much for
me. My baby is almost a year old now
and is the picture of
health. She walked
ateleven months and
is trying to use her
little tongue. She
can say some words
real nice. I am sending you her picture.
I shall be thankful
as long as I live that I found such a wonderful medicine for my troubles." Mrs.
Charles A. Mertz, Kutztown, Pa.
Many cases of childlessness are
Perhaps yours may be. Why be
discouraged until you have given Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a
faithful trial?
Spoken and written recommendations
from thousands of women who have
found health and happiness from its use
have come to us. We only tell you what
they say and what they believe.
We believe that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound is so well adapted
to the conditions which might cause
your trouble that good will come to you
By its use.
Merit is the foundation of .Lydia E.
Pinkham'sVegetable Compound. It has
behind it a record of nearly fifty years,

MAIL US VOllt IIKOKKN CLASSICS
for repnlrs. Our prlcea lire reanoniible.
vve examine eyes at no
charge. Free Booklet 4
"SAVR YOtTR EYES."
FORD OPTICAL CO.
1020 Sixteenth Street, Denver. Colorado

FOR YOUR PRINTING NEEDS
Patronize your home publisher. Hl
prices are just as u'ood or better than
you can Ret elsewhere. Your work
will be given prompt and satisfactory attention. Help to build up your
local industries by having your
work done at home.
VAT I1KM.
DIAMONDS AM
UOIIM-AI.I.K- N
JKWUI.HY CO.
MfK and Hepalrintf.
All orders promptly
attended to. Rot. 1R79. 1Cth & Champa.

SIK)i: IIRPAIIIKU.
soles. 11.00. $1.25. SI. SO. S180.
Ladles' soles. 80c. 11.05. SI. 30. SI. 55.
Postage prepaid to any point. ISASTKlll
SIIOI'J HRl'Allt KACTOIIV. Yellow
I''ront, 1533 Champa St. Denver,
CniKOI'llACTOH.
H. J. MEKKmTH, D. C. 810 Interstate
Trust llldK'. Free Consultation.
ril'K, PII'IO.
if it is pipe you are looking for, we
have any size, any kind.
Havens Bros.. 1622 Wazce St.. Denver.
Men's

C),

A It l V ANIJ NAVY fiOODS Everything- in clothing, shoes, boots, harness, saddles, bridles, blankets and
camping equipment. Anderson llros.
103.1 Aiiiiiiilioe St., Hrnrrr I'uelilo,
rolormlo find Cheyenne, Wyoming

INFOUi
Coiiuiici'tiiil inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Honors to Slain Editor.
.Durango, Colo. The body of William L. Wood, city editor of the Durango Herald, who was shot and killed
by Hod S. Day, rival editor of tluii-rang- o
Democrat, was escorted to the
railroad station by World war veterans in uniform, members of the Lions
club und employes of the Herald. Six
The
veterans acted as pallbearers.
body was placed on a train for Montrose, Colo., Wood's former home,
where funeral services were held at
the Congregational church.
Newspaper Man Held in Movie Case.
San Francisco. Houoie A. Connette,
a newspaper nmn, was detained at a
local hotel by Detective J. A. Wynn of
Los Angeles, ns a result of many statements alleged to have been made by
Connettee In Havvnil indicating a
knowledge of the murder of William
Desmond Taylor, Los Angeles film
Wynn questioned Connette for
four hours and submitted the result
e
of the quiz to District Attorney
at Los Angeles. Wynn said "some
important information was obtained."
Harding Pays Tribute to General Grant
Point Pleasant, Ohio. Standing in
the shadow of the spot where General
Grant was born 100 years ago, Presiapdent Harding brought forth t
he
plause from I'i.OOO persons-wheexpressed his belief that the great
Union leader would have approved "all
the republic has so recently done in
Joining other nations In lifting the burdens of armament and promoting understandings which make war less
likely"
St. Charles River Overflows.
Pueblo, Colo. A hail storm of severe Intensity, following a twenty-fou- r
hour rainfall, caused the St. Charles
river, a small stream seven miles east
of Pueblo, to reach a flood stage. Several hundred acres of farm land were
inundated, bridges were washed out
The stream
and highways flooded..
which normally is about thirty feet
wide, reached a width of more than 500
feet, becoming a raging torrent, reports received here said.
Wool-win-

Burned Forests Build No Homes.
Denver.
Everyyear forest fires in
the United States destroy or damage
sufficient timber to build houses for
the entire population ot a city the size
of Washington, D. C. ; New Orleans,
La. ; Denver, Colo. ; or San Francisco,
Calif, according to statement just Is-

sued ny the Forest Service, United
States Department of Agriculture,
America
"Safeguarding
through
Against snre." the official bulletin of
the Nallonal Board of Fire Underwrit
ers. The area burned over eacn year,
it is said, Is equal to a strip ten miles
wide reaching from New Tork City to
Denver, Colo. The publication directs
attention to the fact that fifteen years
bulk of public sentiment
ngo the
against forest fires wusffh the East.
Today it is in the West, Ijere 61 per
cent of the remaining tlmbersupply of
the country Is located. Over 81,000,- 000 acres of forest land that were for
merly covered with timber are logged
off or burned and completely denuded
of tree growth. The solution of forestry problems, experts say, lies large-J- y
In fire prevention and reforestation.

cura-abl- e.

Two Held for Mail Truck Robbery.
New York. Louis and Jack Wolfe
and Jacob B. Price were arrested by
postoffice inspectors here in connec
tion with the $2,500,000 mail truck robbery perpetrated in lower Broadway
on Oct. 24, 1021. Stolen securities valued at $75,000 were recovered. The
Wolfes were arrested In a large brokerage house at the point f a revol
ver. Price was taken Into custody In
the financial district while attempting

to negotiate stolen securities, the
spectors aald.
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KIDDIES

Something to Think About
THE REASON WHY
TN EVERYDAY contact with such
lems as regularly come up for
aolutlon In tlie home or the office,
adopt a process ot reasoning them out
in your own way.
You will find if you stendfnstly persist in such a course that you will
Boon reach a higher stage of thinking, necessary always to a higher state
of efficiency.
withAccepting some one's say-sout giving serious thought to the
answer or inquiring as to the reason
why, is an unwise thing to do.
In spite of whatever Innate cleverness you may have, If this dependence
on some one else Is continued, there
will never come to you an opportunity
to show tills ability.
You will form the harmful habit
koiyeaning on others instead of standing alone in your own strength and
trusting unreservedly In self.
Those upon whom you rely for advice will keep ahead of you Just as
long as you court their company and
assistance.
By pursuing such a course you admit Incompetence and lack of force,
which disqualify you for leadership
o

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH
WANTED

and advertise to your employers that
man or woman.
second-gradIncapable of forming judgment without
help from others.
To observe, reflect and apply ought
to be the high purpose of every man
and woman In the stern battle of life.
Observe as a child and keep observing until you find the reason why.
If you will reflect, sift out the chaff
from the wheat, you will In a short
time be qualified to Judge the good
from the worthless and pick out the
best every time you are called upon
to make a decision.
With this newly acquired ability,
you will know unerringly how to
choose the right course and follow it
with strength and nssurance.
Instead of being a weak dependent,
wavering, uncertain and timid, you will
grow steadily Into a strong, bold leader
capable of shouldering great responsibilities.
Keep your eyes open, use the mind
given you by the Creator, figure the
value of everything that has a direct
bearing on your work, apply the useful
and you will encounter no renl difficulties In finding the reason why,, or in
piercing the bull's eye of success with
an arrow of your own making.
you are a

TX7
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(Copyright.)

PROBLEM OF SKEWED BRIDGE

A NAME

A name for the baby;
That sweet little mite of a

ANTED
miss,

ft.

and puckWith pink hands and
ering lips sweet
Held up for a fond parent's kiss.
Itosle, or Josie, or Mary ;
Or Margaret, Lilly, or May;
Prlscilla or Prue does any suit you?
We've just got to name her today.
Wanted A name for the baby
That's nestling there fast asleep;
A precious wee mite on her pillow of

for

image of love
the year with a
cheer,
from the mansions

above.
Maggie, or Katie

or

Flora ;
Or Amethyst, Kittle or Bess;
All good, I gupposebut deal goodness knows
We'll Just call her "Sister," I guess.
(Copyright.)
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BLAKE

"FOR KEEPS"

TP

YOU have a capital of a thousand
dollars, and only a thousand dollars, you are likely to be a little particular about investing it.
Yet you Invest your capital of hap
piness, which is all you have, and all
you ever will have, on the first pretty
face you happen to see.
The average youth devotes more
care to the selection of a suit of
clothe than he does to the selection
of a wife.
When his marriage turns out unhappily, he wonders why he happened to
have hard luck, or cynically observes
that you never can trust a woman.
About DO per cent of the labor and
expense of the divorce courts could
be avoided If young men and women
would expend a little serious thought
about the most serious hustness of
their lives, which Is getting married.
Neither men nor women can so
skillfully disguise their true natures
as to deceive anybody who Is really
In earnest about Investing his capital
of happiness where It will pay dividends for all time,
Nobody ever falls so
arfirst sight that he hasn't
time to think over the seriousness of
room In the newspapers for Instrucpicking a wife before he semis for
the best man and engages the minis- tive news.
You can't tell a man anything he
ter.
doesn't know about the mistake of un
There Is no source of unhappiness
If he already has
In the world so prolific as marriage, unhappy marriage
made the mistake. You can tell him
chiefly because nobody ever appears a
good deal about if beforehand.
to think that It should be entered In
Some day preachers and editors end
save
accident.
by
any way
educators will organize instruction in
If the reformers who cry out against matrimony ; parents will devote a litdivorce, when it is too late, would tle time to talking to children about
spend the same amount of time and it, and ns a result there will be about
energy trying to teuch people to find 50 per cent more happiness In the
the right kind nf nintes, there would world.
be less divorce, less scandal und more
(Copyright.)
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As it fell upon a day
In the merry month of May,
Sitting In the pleasant shade
Which a grove of myrtles made.
-- Barn field.
SEASONABLE

GOOD THINGS

will prove
SKIM MILK
housewives who
many

a boon to
hove for-

gotten that it may be used in nearly
all dishes Instead, of whole milk, and
can be bought In many places for very
little. In cream soups, adding a little
more butter, the skim milk Is especially gOlMl.

Sticky Cinnamon Buns.
Take one aii(rt of raised dough, add
cuijfil of sugar, two well
beaten eggaTwo tablespoonfills of soft
cupful of brown sugar;
butter,
mix well and roll out. Spread with
two tablespconfuls of soft butter;
f
cupful of brown
eprinkle wlt
sugar, mixed with two teaspoonfuls of
f
cupful each of curcinnamon,
rants and seeded raisins. Roll and cut
Brush a deep, heavy sheet-Iro;n slices.
pan with fat, sprinkle with brown
so that they
lugar and set In the buns
3o not touch. Let rise until light. The
buns should be five Inches high when
Cut the roll In
baked.
slices when put to rise. I'lace
in asbestos mat under the pan and be
careful not to bake In too hot nu
one-ha-

one-ha-

one-hal-

one-hal-

of baking powder and three to four
cupfuls of flour. Mix and add the
seeds. Roll and cut In fancy shapes.
Bake in a hot oven.

Leaven's
COPYING HT
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.flT How to Read
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Your

Characteristic!
IIAMn
lA.M.1 vmJ anJ Tendencies th(

sanusHisssisisw
ft

Capabilities

or Weak--

nesset That Make for Success or
Failure as Shown in Your Palm
HAND OF

THE

A

MUSICIAN
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mv Friend, Inner

The Hand! of His Friends.
"Your enemies call you a spotlight
oven.
grabber.".
"I'm not," protested Senator Sor
Anise Seed Cokie.
"I simply imdertnke to leave
Take W!?hnlf cupful of shortening, ghum.
the spotlight apparatus In the hands
une cupful of sugar, two eggs, two
of milk, four lahlespoon-ful- s of those wlio will aim li In my direc-tforf."
of nnise seed, five iiihlespomifuls
1

gum delights
young and old. SZ&fM' sfix
It "melts in your
mouth" and the gum in the

-

sW'"

m

.

center remains to aid digestion,
brighten teeth and soothe mouth
and throat.

There are the other WRIGLEY
friends to choose from, too:

j

Engineer Considered
Roadway Adequate Now

u

of Illinois

Highways S. E. Bradt of DeKalb, 111.,
who has done much to boost the good
roads movement In his state, says engineers originally considered a
highway adequate to meet the needs of
Preparedness.
trnflic between populous centers.
An Indianapolis druggist had been
Then they learned the folly of this rather
persistent in endeiivnrliig to colcontention nnd boosted the width. It lect un account from u man whose
are
was finally made 10 feet. Roads
milt was rather doubtful. A series
being built 18 feet In width and now if letters, each n little stronger in tone
come prominent engineers advocating tliun the one that
preceded it, finally
a 20-fohighway.
brought n reply, as follows:
The shoulder maintenance Is a prom"Dere Sirs Be I'liysshunt. I'd rath- inent factor entering Into this proh-lem- . er owe ye till my life than licet ye out
The upkeep of a shoulder usualf it. I ain't fergettin'.
When them
ly exceeds the original cost of the ex Hint owes me pays me you'll get yoiirn
been
It
has
of
two
feet
tra
pavement,
If ye want no more
in nut before.
learned bv experience. For this reason prepared to meet yore Mnker jest now
on
record
are
going
Hum I am to pny yore 1)111 you shore
highway experts
advocating the wider pavement for is ugoin' to linl fax in it liiinlmsldt."
of
trunk line highways. The upkeep
shoulders is very high, especially
Weapons Laid Aside.
where there is heavy truck truITic.
"Nobody tries to stop card playing
In Crimson Gulch."
AND DAIRYING
ROADS
PAVED
"It's valuable for Its social influ-

Like

mrcv Avrelius

did.

nVCM1A

Ft

Genuine

HaDDiness.

"Colonel," the beautiful girl asked,
I
"what was your happiest moment?
suppose It must have been when Unit
medal was pinned on your chest,
wasn't It?"
"No," he replied, "It was night before last. I Imd tried to buy a ticket
lit the box otlice of one of the theaters
hut the nmn at Ihe window told me
there was nothing left. I then went
to a broker and got a ticket by paying
it dollar extra."
"Oil. And l!d you like the show

"The show wasn't any good, but I
wns Imppy.
The house was less tluin
half filled."
Matter of Taste.
She What color Is best for a bride?
He I prefer a white one, myself.

ence," replied Cactus Joe.
"I thought friendship censed In a Boys' Magazine.
poker game?"
To earn much money a nmn
"On the contrary, a poker game Is
bus to earn It the way he likes
the only occasion on which some of
10.
Paved roads and dairying go hand the hoys really suspend hostilities."
in hand. As more improved roads are
constructed, milk routes are extended
and the farmer farther from the city
is prodvided with a market for his
routes remilk. Over unimproved
quiring wagon delivery, the longest
route possible is only approximately
15 miles while over paved highways,
traveled by motortrucks, routes covering as high as 40 miles are established.
Large areas of prospective
dairy country are waiting only the
construction of more hard surfaced
roads. When these are built, many
more farmers, now cut off from their
market, will receive the benefit of the
economical and rapid transportation
made possible by the motortruck and
the paved highway.
If you have been waiting and hoping for the day
when you could get better tires for less money, now
HIGHWAYS ON PACIFIC COAST
is your time.
More

As

Improved

Highways

Are

Constructed Milk Routes Are
Being Extended.

hand of a person who Is
talented In music, the skin Is very
smooth and soft. This indicates a re- lined, sensitive nature, with a great
dislike for anything taut Is course or
unrefined. As a musician, of either sex,
must pay attention to details, the
lingers must be long In proportion to
the rest of the hand.
In the hands of many musicians, the
thumb, nt its outer angle or Joint, is
quite pointed. This Is held to show a
good Idea of time or rhythm. A sense
nf tune is sometimes seen in a point
or protuberance on the outside of the
thumb, below the Joint.
The mount of Venus should be fairly
strong and high, to show melody, and
this characteristic is seen also in a
good mount of Saturn at the base of
the middle finger. When there are a
good mount of Apollo at the base of
the third or ring finger, anl a good
Governmount of the moon near the wrist, a Various Western States and
ment to Spend Immense Sum
decided sense of harmony Is shown.
for Road Improvements.
(Copyright.)

TN THE

is Kid,
5o I gossip tJoncj

Union.

roads of the United States Deportment
of Agriculture. A skew bridge is one
In which the center line of the bridge
is not perpendicular with the abutment on which the bridge rests, and
Is used when a bridge crosses a stream
or railway track diagonally.
The
bureau Is Jointly responsible with the
several state highway departments for
the correctness of the design of all
structures on federnl-alroads, and
for this reason the problem is being
carefully studied.

Former Superintendent

ner '

Newspaper

Skewed. Arch Bridge Used for .Stream
Note PoCrossing Road Diagonally
sition of Railing on Opposite Sides
of Road.

Urge 20 Feet.

one-ha- lf

1922, Western
(J

sugar-coate- d

Originally

one-ha- lf

Copyright.

This new

WIDER HIGHWAYS WIN FAVOR

Nut Wafers.
Take three tablespoonfuls of butter,
add five tnblespoonfuls of pulverized
sugar. When the sugar and butter are
creamy, add three tr.blespoonfuls of
milk, drop by drop, stirring constantly;
then add nine tablespoonfuls of flour
o
and a few drops of vanillu. Brush a
Dust and Explosions.
pan with fat, drop by spoonfuls and
Various forms of dust, when mingled
sprinkle each with chopped nuts. Dust
with cinnamon and bake In a slow with air In certain proportions,
are
oven.
capable of producing explosions. This
dunger sometimes exists in flour mills.
A case is on record where sugar dust
Spicy Fruit Cake.
Take
cupful of New Orleans caused an explosion.
O
molasses, one cupful of brown sugar,
cinnamon, ginger and nutmeg to taste,
one egg beaten well; add one cupful
THE CHEERFW. CflLTO
of sour cream, a teaspoonful of soda
and three cupfuls of flour. Mix well
I'm fc.1vc.vs so
and add
capful of nuts with
raisins, figs and dates chopped and
i
i
m .i
t i
f
mixed to make
cupful. Bake
t DWhei or shyness
In a loaf In a slow oven;
one-hal-

(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
Methods of calculating the stresses
and proportioning the size of skewed
concrete-arcbridges which have been
considered good practice In the past
may be Incorrect and result In the collapse of the structure, according to
engineers of the bureau of public

the baby,

Wanted A name
That little pink
That came with
message of
Straight down

Uncommon
jyiRRY

Methods Used for Calculating Stresses
and Proportioning Are Not
Approved.

white
God gave us to guard and to keep.
Annie, or Carrie, or Hazel ;
Or Annabel, Oral of Jo;
Annette or Sue does any suit you?
We've Just got to name, her, you
know.

SCHOOL PA1S

:

foy,

--

BUILDING

F. A. UMLKER

V

Sense

ROAD

Twenty million dollars, the largest
amount of money expended In one year
on the Pacific coast by the federal
government on stute highways and
tiost roads. Is to be spent during this
season. The western states, Washing
ton, Oregon, California, Wyoming,
Montana, Iduho, Nevada,
Colorado,
Utuh, Arizona and New Mexico will
expend the sume umount. Many of
the rouds will be 20 feet wide und of
concrete six Inches thick, much heavier
than highways built by the states
heretofore.
Benefits of Good Roads.
Good roads In the country will do
more to lower the high cost of living
and more for the prosperity, comfort,
culture and happiness of the people
than things fought over in 12 presi-

dential campaigns.

pvn-ernl- ly

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY

Goodyear Tires are at their best. They are bigger,
heavier, and more durable than ever. Their quality
is at its highest level.
And these better Goodyear Tires today sell for less
money than at any previous time in our history.
The prices listed below established a new low level
for Goodyears, averaging more than 60 percent less
than the prices of Goodyear Tires in 1910.
These would be low prices for any good tires. They
are almost unbelievably low for Goodyears.
You have never had such an opportunity before to
buy fine and lasting tire performance at such low
cost. Call on your Goodyear Service Station Dealer,
and take advantage of this opportunity today.
30 x 3H Cross-RiFabric
30 I 3 H
Tread Fabric
30 x 3!4
Tread Cord

32 x

b

$10.50

,
q 14.
.

Cord

$Z5oO

32x4 Cord

!jlJZ.40

Tread

,
J

Tread

33 x 4

$18.00 Tread Cord
Manufacture's tax extra

$3 J. 40

Good of Motortruck Lines.
establishment of motor truck
express lines In every furmlng com
The

munity
of more
ing and
markets

will stimulate the production
food, reduce the cost of livprobably will make public
successful in American cities.
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Of Sale Postponed To July
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IN THF DISTRICT COURT, CATRON O
SEVENTH JUDICIAL El
COUNTY,
NEW
DISTRICT, STATE OF

h.

MEXICO

means much to the young man whose
clothing buget permits no extra-

Mrs. Efliie M. Cooper, Assignee,)

Q

aO

of Joe Melugin, agent,
)
Plaintiff, )
vs.
)No. 2
Owen R. Walters, Clyde E. )
)
Waiters, Leon R. Walters,
13
Laura Walters and the First )
m
National Bank of Magdalena, )
El
New Mexico.
)
Defendants. )
El
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE. Li
Under and by virtue of an order of
sale and decree of foreclosure of certain chattel and real estate mortgages,
hereinafter mentioned, issued out. of
the District Court of the Seventh Judi
We are now Showing1 some particularly handsome
cial District, in and for the County ol
El
ES
Woolens
Catron, Stale of New Mexico, on the
28 Lli day of
December, 1921, in the
above entitled action, wherein EHie M. S3
Cooper, Assignee of Joe Melugin, is
Men who think good clothes are still high will be
plaintiff, and Owen R. Walteis, Clyde m
us
E. Walters, Leon R. Wallers, Lauia
to see these values
pleased
Walters and The First National Bank
of Magdalena, New Mexico, a corpora- ion, are defendants, being cause num
ber two (2) on the docket of said court, m
wherein The First National Lank of
Magdalena, New Mexico, a banking- m
Resident Born Dealer
corporation, obtained judgment tor
$1,074 94, with inteiest thereon at the
rate of ton per cent, from August
31, 1921, until paid, against Mrs. Efiii:
M. Cooper, plaintiff, and Owen P.. Walters, Clyde E. Waiters, Leon R. Walters, and Laura Walteis, defendants. A;" on left side, on left side, Cn.-s.and decree of foreclosure of a certain onlelt thigh and V on
jaw: MI on left!
chattel mortgage, made and executed side and double "Diamund Tail" on
December 4th, 1919, by Mrs. EHie M left side arid jaw, and "A B liar
Cooper and Claude L. Humphrey, as reverse J slash" not
covered
by
moitgagois, to said bank as mortgagee the first above description and conand which said mortgage was filed for sisting of 400 head and more with
record in the office of the county cleik the brands thereof; also 25 head
and Recorder of Socorro county, New more or less of horses and mares in
Mexico, on January 2H, 1920, and numthe following brands: "Cross II," "A,"
bered Gllil, securing a promissory note "Cross 1 Lazy Seven,"'
and
for $5000.00, with interest, and any "Cross V" together with increase. It
renewals or extensions thereof, and being the intention of the description
which indebtedness Owen R. Walters, in this paragraph to cover such cattle
Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters under the second mortgage of the W' aland Laura Walters assumed and agreed ters to Meiugin, assigned to plaii tilf,
to pay, the property securing said in
that are not covered by the first chattle
debtedness being certain cattle and mortgage to The First National Bank
brands hereinafter
described, and of Magdalena, and in addition the
which mortgage was a first and prior horses and mares, all of which
cattle,
lien thereon, and also, a judgment and horses and mares are now
ranging at
decree of foreclosure of a certain real or near what is known as the Cooper
J estate mortgage made and executed ur N H Ranch, located about ten
December 4, 1919, by Mrs. Effie M. miles northwest of the town uf Aragon
Cooper, plaintitt, as mortgagor, to Socorro (now Catron county), New
Allen Falconer, trustee, as mortgagee, Mexico,
together with all the increase
for and on behalf of said bank, whieli and offs pring of said cattle. It being
Inspection Solicited
mortgage was duly recorded in the the true intent of this description to
Mail orders given our careful attention
office of he county clerk and recorder cover all cattle in the above brands be
of Socorro county, New Mexico, on the same more or less wheresoever the
January 20, 19.10, in Book of Mort same may be found, also said brands and
gages, wo. , at page 41.1, ana runner the right to use the same marks and
securing said note for $5000.00 and in- brands, and carrying title, although
terest, and the renewals and exten- said property may have other marks
sion thereof, the real estate mentioned and brands.
in said mortgage being hereinafter de
MERCANTILE COMPANY
AND FURTHER, I, the undersigned
AND
scribed and setforth.
succial master and receiver, will, oli
NEW MEXICO
WHEREIN UNDER SAID DECREE,
MAGDALENA,
MONDAY, the 10th day of July, 1,22,
the plaintiff, Mrs. Efhe M. Coupe),
M.
of
A.
iO
said day, at the
at
o'clock
obtained a judgment against Owen R.
frontdoor of the court house, Reserve
Walters, Clyde 'E. Walters, Leon K. Catron
NOTICE OF APPOIMENT OP
County, New Mexico, sell at
Morley Refuge
Walters and Laura Walters,, anu
ADMINISTRATOR
auction to the highe.-- t and best
public
ueciee of foreck.suie of a certain chat- bidder for
At a meeting of the Stat
IN THE PROBATE
COURT OF
cash, the following describ
tel mortgage, made and executed July
hold at CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.
ed real estate, mentioned in said real Game
Commissii.n,
It.
Owen
Walters, Clyde
9th, 1920, by
In the matters of the Estate
of
estate mortgage above described, as Sant Fe, on April 8th, the folE.
Walters, Leon R. Waiters ant; ioIIows:
Walter
deceassed.
Hotchkiss,
area set
lowing DeseribeH
Laura Walters, defendants in saiC
NOTICE.
All the South half (Si) of the South- aside to be known as
above entitled cause, as mortgagors, to
Morley
NOTICE is hereby given that the
South
arid
hall
the
east
(SEi).
quarter
Joe Melugin, mortgagee, which mortgame refuse:
undersigned was on the 6th day of
(SJ) of the Southwest quarter (SWJ)
1 N.
gage was duly recorded in the ofiiee 01
10
of
W.
All
Twrr
May 1922, duly appointed by the ProRange
the county clerk and recorder of So- vf Section four (4) and South half (S)
bate Court of Catron County, New
within
Catron
situated
and
County.
Southwest
the
(SW'i)
jf
quarter
corro county, New Mexico, on August
Mexico, Administrator of the estate of
South half (SJ) Southeast quarter
Signed
seem9, 1920, in Book 87, at page
Waller IIot"hkiss deceassed, late of
five
(5) and Southwest
SEJ) of sectiun
Thomas P 'Gable
ing three certain promissory notes
said County of Catron.
and
section
of
(8)
eight
(SWi)
quarter
the
sum of $3,329.11, with
each for
State Game ami Fish Warden.
All pet sons having claims agajnst
of Section
interest at the rate of six per cent pei Northwest quarter (NWJ)
estate
are hereby notified that they are
Four
(4)
(9),
Township
annum from date until paid and Nine
to present and file the same
requiud
Notice
to
N.
Seventeen
(17)
West,
Important
South,
Range
sefees, the pioperly
attorney's
within one year from the
verified,
duly
hundred
six
M.
P.
M.
M.
containing
License Collectors
indebtness
said
being
curing'
of said appointment, the time
date
to
certain cattle, the increase there- and forty (640) acres and rtftried
The open season fur misrrat'iry prescribed by law, otherwise the same
is known as the Cooper Home
of, brands, and certain horses and .is what
will be barred.
in the county of Socorro (now waterfowl has been changed and
Ranch
mares, all being hereinafter more
James Hotchkiss,
to
is
now
1st
October
frcm
Catron county), New Mexico
described, which chattel mortAdministrator.
of s.iid judgments-witamount
the
15th.
Both
That,
dates
January
Post Office Address:
gage was a second mortgage and subto the date of sale are as inclusive.
interest
Silver City, N. M.
ject to said prior mortgage in favor ul follows: The First National Bank of
The First National Bank of MagdaleSigned
NOTICEOF APPOIMENT OF ADand
New
$7141.15,
Mexico,
Magdalena,
na, New Mexico, above mentioned, and
Thomas P. Gable
MINISTRATE:
Mrs. Effie M. Cooper $13,400.98, total
which mortgage and the indebtedness
IN THE PROBATE COURT OF
13.
Game and Fish Warden
State
of judgments i'20,b'i!2.
amount
was
secured thereby
legally assigned ,n
CATRON, NEW MEXICO.
Wm. R. MOKLEY,
writing to Mrs. Efiie M. Cooper,
In the Matter of the Estate of W.
Special Master and Receiver.
by Joe Melugin and Eiva K.
D. Shellhorn, deceassed.
Socorro T
J plaintiff,
on
his
192(1,
29,
an;!
wife,
July
Melugin,
Notice.
which assignment was duly recoided IN THE PKOBATU COURT OF THE Cclebate July 4th
is hereby given that the
Notice
C UNTY OF CATRON, STATE OF
in the office of the county clerk and
A contest betweon th- - severpl
undersigned was on the 1st day of May,
NEW MEXICO
recorder of Socorro county New Mexico
of Socorro County, includ- 1922, duly appointed
towns
Probate
of
the
William
In
of
Estate
Ma'
ter
the
NOW THEREFORE, I, the under
Mexico
Sun
of
Catron
Court
hf
wn
rf
t
County,
deceased.
Mugdidena,
ing
J.
Andrus,
signed Special Master and Receiver,
Notice.
and Adniinistiatrix of the estatcof W.
Mercial.
Tokay
Carthage,
said
as
unuer
such
judg
duly appointed
Notice is hereby given that the un- San Antonio, will ne tne nature D. Shellhorn doceassed, late of said
ment and decree, wi'l on
on the 27th day
County of Catron. All persons having
of n contest to be held at Socorro claims
SATURDAY, the 8th day of July,1922, dersigned, was
against said estate are hereby
A. D. 1922, appointed executoi
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day, at
on July 4th.
notified that they are required to present
William
J.
of
of
estate
the
Andrus,
of
the postoflice, Ara
he front door
Rachtown will have teams to and file the same duly verified, within
Hon. Floreneio Jiicn,
gon, Mew Mexico, sen uipuiinc auction, leceased, by
New
Catron
Probate Judge of
Counly,
fnter the contests, which will ne year fromthe thetime date of said
to the highest and best bidder,
prescribed by
Mexico.
include basse ball games, relay appointment,
cash, the following desciibed personal
Law, otherwise the same will be barred
Therefore all'personc having claims
broncho
cow
races,
pony
property and chattels,
'aces,
Mrs. W. D. Shellhorn.
All that certain herd of range cattle against said estate are hereby notified
and auto races. There
Administratrix.
iding
to present the same in the manner
400
of
more
or
head
cows
consisting of
Post Office Adress.
will also be a contest between
the
from
within
one
d
law,
year
by
calves, bullu.steers and heifers branded
Glenwood, New. Mexico.
the same the Hose corn parties of Magdalena
V on jaw and Cro.--s L on left hip and late of said app jintment or
BUNTOV & MADDEN
and Socorro. Arrangements are
"Diamond Tail" on left side and vilibe barred.
,
William
K.
Lawyers
Morley,
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as describbeing made for six dances to be
OFFICES
Execu:or
ed in the said chattel mortgage to The
3rd
the
and
hld on the nights of
MAGDALENA
SUCORRO
First National Bank of Magdalena,4th.
Wilflfe Bldg.
Fitch
Bldg.
in
the following 01 amis
And all cattle
Practice in aU the Court!
"Cross Z F" on leit side; "Cross I L

0

o
o
o

vagance

suit "Tailored to Measure by Born"
offers all any man asks in good style,
fit, rich appearance and long wear, at
a price easily paid
A

IT

0

Easiness Counsel
Clients of this institution
are always welcome to the

at

ad-

$30, $35

vice and judgment of our experienced
officers regarding any personal business matters.

The proper kind of a banking
connection can be used to pro

Sennce

The RESERVE STATE BANK

The Reserve Garage

Phone No.

HILL, Manasrer.

3

MODERN,
STKAM

I

RUNNING WATER

HOT and COLD

HEATED

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN A, FUNKE, Proprietor
We Use

Every Effort to Please Our Patrons

The Best Meals and Dining Room Service
MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

WHEN

YOU

We have the latest styles in

Ladies' Spring Hats
Ladies' Spring Dresses
Ladies' Spring Suits

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
A. G.

New Spring' Goods

"

Lathe Work
General Repairing,
Oxy Acetylene Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.

i

H

BOaBQE6BB3$ER$SQ35BB9BIOnenOOB

banking connections.

i

tr

0

establish proper

:

li

Reserve,

tect your judgment as well as
your money. Even a small
savings account deposited with this bank
is quite sufficient to

j Safety Honesty -- Courtesy

O

and $40 a suit

VISIT MAGDALEN

A

EAT AT THE

f

i
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Courteous Treatment
that the Market Affords

Good Service
All the Deiieaces

'

8

AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

WE APPRECIATE

byie

itt'
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x!5h (ry

t

Higgins

H
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VI
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Li. I
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McAfee, Proprietors

Ill

,

Cigars, Tobaccos, Co!d Drinks

&

Lunch Good;

V

prc-vi-

8

4

A

pleasant place to spend a leisure hour or two

